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ABmRACI: 

Debates about negligence, and its relation to climinsl law, normally broach two types 

of issues. Om type comprises qwtions about what we mean by 'negligence..' The 

second type focuses on the pdacipled ~leasons for which crhnianl liability should (or 

should not) be imposed for negligent conduct 

Thnze general propositions have been advanced about the nature of negligence: (1) 

that it is a state of mind., (2) that it is a type of conduc~ and (3) that it is a form of 

culpable behavior. Only the third of these, however, supplies an intuitively sakfjing 

account of the concept of negligence. The third proposition also suggests a fuller defense 

of negligence as a ground of criminal liability. Critical questions about such a defense 

should ultimately be addxessed either to the responsibility of negligent harm-doers, or to 

the rationale for the mens rea requirement in Anglo-American systems of criminal 

justice. 
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CHAPTER ONE - TEE CONCEET OF NEGLIGENCE INTRODUCTION 

h philosophical and legal litetatote, discossion of the concept of negligence seems to 

generate an inordinate amount of controversy and COWOIL The problems tend to adse 

along two distinct axes. On one axis, there are debates about the concept itselfi about to 

what son of case or property 'negligence' refers; about how we should dehe 

'negligence'; or about what it means to pedicate negligence of a particular agent or 

event A separate, though dated, axis is composed of more substantive concems about 

the relation between negligence and legal liability. In particular, many of the latter 

concerns are about negligence operating as a general category or ground of criminal 

fault. 

In the discussion and chapters that follow, my primary aim will be to get a handle on 

the debate which appears in theoretical treatments of negligence and the general part of 

criminal law. h chapters two, three, and four, I will examine different analyses of the 

concept of negligence. Throughout, I will assume, and attempt to provide evidence for 

the view, that negligence is a largely unitary concepr Various specialized legal meanings 

have been prescribed for our use of the term 'negligence.' However, if we characterize 

the content of 'negligence' too narrowly or without saffident distinctions. such that its 

legal meaning is largely incongruent with our ordinary understanding of negligence, the 

result b l y  is an understandable scepticism about negligence operating as a ground of 

crhninal fault and liability. A richer account of what we mean by 'negligence' helps to 



remove many of the sceptical obstacles; it provides a fuller account of what is 

blameworthy b u t  negligent conduct 

I will mt be concerned to give an interpretation of how the concept of negligence has 

actually been applied m legal practice. About this there seems to be ample coofusion as 

well;= theoretical diffixetlce~ about the definition of negligence seem to reflect. and 

perhaps to originate partly in, confbsion about how practical applications of the concept 

of negligence should be interpreted. As we& I will not say mything about the important 

difference between civil and cdmiaal liability for negligence. Where liability is concerned, 

the focus will be on crirniml liabiliZy. 

In the final chapter, chapter five, I will attempt to sort out a number of substantive 

concerns about the relation between negligence and criminal liability. A number of 

reservations have been e x p d  about the fniness of imposing liability for negligence. 

The central question I will address in the fhd chapter is: are there conceptual or 

principled reasons for thinking that negligence should not operate as a ground of crGninal 

fault and liability? 

Intuitively and very generally, negligence is often taken to be a kind of non- 

performance of duty. If we add to this the idea that the non-perfonmace is usually 

unintentional or unwitting, and that it has potentially deleterious effects on others, we 

approximate the sense that is fresuently given to 'negligence' in legal terms. The basic 

See fm example tbe b e i o n  of negligence as it relates to Canadiau aimioll law in Anne Stalker's 
article "Can George Hetcber Help Sdve Tbe Problem Of Criminal Negligence?" Queen's Lrrw Jountal 
V01.7 (1981-82). 



contours of the kind of case that generates controversy in the literature are easily 

grasped: it is one in which an agent mwitringLy but cadessly endangers others, or 

actually hams them, with his conduct. Cases like these seem to be controversial because 

it is not exactly c k  what grounds there are for imposing crimiaa liability on agents 

who bmbettently cause harm to others. There is substantive disagreement about 

whether (or why or when) such cases might deserve to be subject to criminal liability. 

There is also confusion about which features of such a case are covered by the 

concept of negligence. It has been variously suggested that 'negligence' captures only 

the unthinking, careless mental aspects of the situation; that it refers to the risky conduct 

of the agent alone; or that it characteriz;es the entire event in terms of its inherent 

culpability. I will examine three general propositions about the meaning of negligence 

which unfold along each of these lines, in chapters two, three, and four, respectively. The 

general propositions are that: 

(PI) Negligence is a state of mind. 

(P2) Negligence is a type of conduct. 

(P3) Negligence is a type or form of culpability. 

Considerations about meaning and liability are kquently exacerbated, and merge 

together, when negligence is considelled in relation to a traditional maxim of criminal 

law. The Latin maxim suggests that 'acm m n  facit reum nisi mew sit  rea,' which 

translates roughly as: 'an act does not make a person gmlty nnless his mind i s  also 



guilty.'' I will refer to this maxim and its rationale simply as the mnrr rea doctrine or 

the mms rea requkmen~ 

The mens rea doctrine is commonly understood to stand for a basic operating 

principle in most Anglo-American systems of cdminal justice. The principle for which 

the quirement stands has been variously interpreted as a mental state, culpability, fault, 

or responsibility requirement. h any case, that for which mum rea stands is taken to be  

the sine qua nun ingredient for criminal liability it speaks to something in the absence of 

which criminal liability cannot be justly imposed upon an agent With the exception of 

'strict liability' offenses, it is not sufficient that an agent simply be implicated in causing 

ham or performing a crimiaal act (an acm re& Normally, something else has to be 

present in (and proven about) the relation an agent bears to her actions and their 

conseqaences in order to warrant a fait attribution of criminal fault. What is often 

contested is the precise nature of the requisite 'inculpating' or 'fault-making' conditions 

for which nzens rea is supposed to stand There is also disagreement about whether cases 

of negligence ever exemplify the necessary criminal traits. 

One 'orthodox' way of thinling about nenr ma suggests that it indicates various 

ways of being at criminal fault, where these are caphlred in terms of the states of an 

This is the aaoslation otTered by RA. Dotf in his Mention. Agency and C r i m i ~ l  Liabilily: 
Philosophy of Action and the C r h i ~ l  h v  (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1990), 7, 

Liability is 'stiid' where tbae is no need to prove nrnr rea in relation to a criminal act, in &r to b 
found guilty of a criminal offeose. This is one main reason why some critics find offenses of saict 
liability to be moraJly and legally odiow: tbey make no reference to 'fault,' 'guilt,' or moral wrongdoing 
on the par& of the agent, Some aitics of negligence liability consider it to be a fonn of strict liability- 



agent's miad. This is what we might call an orthodox 'subjective' or 'mental state' 

interpretation of the mens rea requirement, Different categories of ncns rea describe the 

different mental conditions that are sPdffcient for i n d g  criminal fault in the 

performance of an uczus reus. To say that a criminal agent acted intentionally, 

recklessly, or negligently is, then, to convey infixmation about the state of her mind 

while engaging in some cdminal act 

In chapter two, I will explore several traditional 'subjective' or 'mental state' analyses 

of the concept of negligence. Tie accounts are rmitied by adherence to the general 

proposition (PI) that negligence is a state of mind. Where they differ is in their 

respective accounts of the mental dcfinieas for 'negligence'. Some traditional 

'subjectivists' (as I will call them) think that negligence can be reduced to an inadvertent 

state of mind; others argue that mental carelessness or indifference is the essential 

criterion of negligent behavior. 

Different lines of dissent can be traced in response to traditional mental state analyses 

of negligence. One type of response, which I win examine in chapter three, occurs along 

the Lines of P2. Advocates of P2 offer what I will call a 'traditional objective' theory of 

negligence. They explicitly reject the idea that negligence takes a mental fonn. Instead, 

they view negligence as a type of conduct, the essence of which is that it is unreasonably 

risky in the harm it threatens. Negligence is supposed to set an objective standard for 

liability in the sense that it does not refer to subjective agent conditions which must be 

present in order for an agent to be liable. 



The debate between traditional subjectivists and objectivists seems to be motivated by 

different, sJpecinliaed concerns on either si&, and it lilrely occurs at cross-purposes in a 

number of ways. Traditional subjectivists want to show that 'negligence' is the kind of 

subjective thing which will (or will not) support fait attributions of crhinal fadk 

Objectivists are not concerned to M a l p  the concept of negligence only within the 

context of crimiaal law and an orthodox conception of mens rea. Their main project, it 

seems, is to define 'negligence' in a way that makes sense of it as general ground of legal 

liability, including civil and ca'uainal forms. Their definition keys on aspects of negligent 

conduct that are apparently the same no matter what sort of liability is imposed for it: 

negligent agents are those who put others substantially and unjusri'ably at risk-, 

regardless of the mental state(s) which might accompany or cause their conduct 

The debate between adherents of P1 and P2 can be characterized as 'traditional' m 

several respects. Both sides accept the premise that subjective sources of legal fault can 

be sharply distinguished from 'objective' ones. Where the two sides differ is in their 

respective accounts of what 'negligence' denotes: a state of mind or a type of conduct A 

number of 'contemporary theories' of negligence (as I will call them) dissent not only 

from PI, but also from the tenor of the debate between adherents of P l  and P2. I will 

explom RL.A Hart's seminal analysis of negligence, and other contemporary views 

relating to it, in chapter four. 

Hart argues that 'negligence' does not refer (narrowly) to a state of mind. but 

(broadly) to the fact that an agent failed to meet a standard of care with which a 



reasonable person would have complied 'Ibe Wty' elements in such a failure do not 

simply reside in the agent's miad or her conduct alone. There are faulty aspects in both, 

bat they are identified as  'faalts' ody in  lat ti on to what the agent had the capacity to 

do, on that occasion. and in relation to what certain standards o f e m  k t e d  her to do 

as well. The idea that there ace inbenently blameworthy aspects about such a failure lends 

currency to the general proposition (P3) that negligence is a type of culpability, or a form 

of culpable behavior. It is this proposition which unites several strands of contemporary 

thought about negligence. 

Hart's general dissent from the traditional debate about negligence invokes what I will 

call the 'capacities thesis*' The thesis org- our analysis of negligence around a 

different set of distinctions. The important q~estions are not so directly about 

'subjective' and 'objective' bases for criminal liability. Rather, they are about an agent's 

general capacities as they relate to the demands imposed by reasonable standards of care. 

The capacities thesis makes questions about the responsibility of inadvertent harmdoers 

(or those who engage in unseasonably risky conduct) more explicit in an analysis of 

negligence. It also makes the concept of ~~ponsibility more focal to discussions of 

criminal law and the nuns rea reqoirement 

Together, PI, P2, and P3 raise a number of important issues pertaining to the concept 

of negligence. Specifically, there are questions about (1) the mind, (2) the risky conduct, 

and (3) the cdpabrlity of agents who inadvertently endanger or harm others. There are 

also persistent, undedying questions about whether negligent agents are genuinely 



responsible for what they do. and about whether they ever meet the requisite mens rea 

conditions fm being f a y  sub*t to cdmiDal liability. 

Chapters two and three are g d  toward explodng questions about the miad and 

risky conduct in the context of the 'traditional debate.' Chapters four and five will focus 

more directly on issues of respomibility, culpability, and liability, as they arise m 

contemporary discpssiom of negligence and the general part of a i m i d  law. 

I will argue that the type of case about which there is signj£icant interest and 

controversy (all or some of which the concept of negligence is supposed to cover) is best 

captunxi dong the lines of P3. Defining negligence as a type ofculpabiity yields a richer, 

more intuitively satisfying account of the concept. The analysis can subsume traditional 

concerns about an agent's mind and conduct, and is more explicit about including certain 

relational and evaluative properties as components of negligent behavior. 

Identifyiag negligence as a form of culpable behavior should not, though, preclude 

substantive debate about the nanue and limits of punishment for negligence. It seems 

that substantive issues pertaining to liability are often treated as ones of definition, 

particularly as they arise in dation to the topic of negligence. In the final chapter, I will 

attempt to locate some of the main substantive issues, and suggest how they should be 

identified and addressed, amidst the conceptual battles which fRquently surround a 

discussion of negligence. I will argue that there are neither good conceptual nor 

p ~ c i p k d  reasons for thinking that negligence shodd not operate as a ground of criminal 

liability. 



CEWIER TWO - NEGLIGENCE AND THE MIND: TRAnrT'IONAL 

SUB-mom 

2.1 Introciucn'on 

One of the main concerns that animates traditional writing about negligence is 

whether it comprises a subjective or an objective basis for liability. In section 2.2, I will 

give some introductory remarks aboat what is usually meant by the categories of 

'subjective' and 'objective.' I will then take up the 'subjective' side of the traditional 

debate in the remainder of chapter two. before looking at its objective counterpart in 

chapter three. 'Ibe subjective side of the debate is d e d  by its adherence to the general 

proposition (Pl) that negligence is a state of mind. I will explore and critique several 

accounts of how a definition of negligence might be achieved from different analyses of 

PI. 

2.2 Subjective and Objective 

The kind of distinction which is most often at the heart of the traditional debate about 

negligence is one that posits a sharp line between events that are m e n d  in nature (that is, 

'subjective' and 'internal') and those which are physical (that is. 'objective' and 

'external').l In other words. dualism shapes a number of key premises which are shared 

Them are a number of ways in which to coastrue he split between 'subjective' and 'objective.' George 
Fletcher discusses  for^ possibilities in his Rethinking Criminal Law (Toronto: Little, Brown and 
Company, 1978). section 6.8.1. An- usefirl distinction is drawn by Senry Edgerton (whose work I 
discuss in cbapcer three). Be puts the matter this way. "Ibe question (1) wberher negligence consists o€ 
(or requires) an iadifierent state of mind a dangerous amduct, is not the same as the question (2) 
whether tbe measum &negligence, h e  standard to which one must owlform, is fixed by the individual 
capacities of tbe or by tbe capacities of a normal or standard persou; though the words subjective 
and a&jective am applicable in connection with each question. About tbe second question... there seems 
a, be little a no dispute .... But the general agfeesmt on the second question does not foreclose the ti&' 



by both subjectivists and objectivists alike. T k y  are in basic metaphysical agreement 

about separating the mental frnn the physical, or about separating the mind from 

conduct. Tbey also share s'unilar notions of causality between the mental and the 

physical. Oae way of encapsulating their disagrreement would be to say that subjectvists 

emphasiae certain mental causes in analyzing the essence of negligent agency. 

Objectivists usually make the strong claim that the concept of negligence ~ f e r s  only to 

the unreasonably xisly @em of which any mental state may be the cause. 

A simpIe statement of the problem amand which the first several chapters are 

organized might be given by asking this: is what makes for an instance of negligence 

something 'mental' (subpctive), or is it an (objective) aspect of the agent's conduct 

which is at the heart of negligence? In other words: does an agent become negligent just 

in thinking or feeling a certain way, or does he do so by conducting himself in a certain 

fashion? I 

Subjectivists argue that the concept identifies a mental phenomenon. The mental 

phenomenon which 'negligence' identities might secondly (along with its effects) be the 

object of m o d  and legal scrutiny, but the primary role of the concept is to pick out a 

mental state or event. By 'subjective' what is u s d y  meant, then, in the traditional 

debate is 'mental', the idea being that phenomena which are 'subjective' are part of an 

agent's mental life or experience. Objectivists will argue that negligence is 'objective' in 

(Henry Edgerton, "Negligence, Inadvertence, and ladihence; Tbe Relation of Mental Smtes to 
Negligence.'' Hcvvcrd Lnv Rm&w XXW( (1916). 849). As Edgerton describes it, my mncem in 
chapters two and three would be with question (I), and aot with question (2). 



the sense that it is located pdmady m what an agent &es, and not in what she thinks, 

feels, notices, or is motivated by. 

In the rest of the present chapter and in the next, I will take a look a several 'strong' 

claims about the meaning of negligence. The claims are 'strong' in the sense that each 

purports to identiry negligence with something that is W y  rooted on one side of a line 

which divides the subjective from the objective realm; negligence is taken to be the kind 

of thing which is either found exclusively in the mind or in aspects of an agent's conduct 

As well, the strong theses are fkquently supposed to define negligence in terms of 

phenomena which stand on opposite sides of a causal 'coin.' Subjectivists think that 

negligence identifies, and is contained to, certain mend causes. Objectivists will argue 

that it is the harmful or rislcy Meets (of any mental cause) which the concept of 

negligence covers. 

The problem on either side of the debate is that negligence does not seem to be the 

kind of thing that might stay cleanly on one side of the subjective-objective line and act 

as a cause or effect of something on the other. Subjectivists cater almost exclusively to 

our thoughts about some of the mental connotations which might be part of the concept 

of negligence. Their theories tend to ignore the possibility of a conceptuaf relation 

between negligence (as a state of miad) and the production of risk or ham. This kind of 

problem is exhibited in each of the subjective theories of negligence proposed by LWC. 

Tuner, John Austin, and Sir John Salmond. 
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2.3 Subjective Theories of Negligence 

There aze two principal c andidates for fkhg the meaning of negligence in essentially 

subjective - that is, mental - terms. One is the c b  that negligence is inadvertence; the 

other is the claim that negligence is a careless or W e r e n t  state of mhd. Turner and 

Austin argue in a way that may be taken to exempw the claim that negligence is 

inadvertence. Salmond is the most likely proponent of the thesis that negligence is a 

careless (indiffeent) state of mind. 

2.3.1 Turner and Auslinr Negligence is Inadvertence 

The thesis that negligence is an inadvertent state of mind is primarily spelled out along 

the following lines. 'NegligenceT is taken to act as a name for a state of rniud. More 

precisely, the term 'negligence' acts as a label for a state of mind which is identified 

under the terms of a certain description. Turner argues that negligence "..is the state of 

mind of a man who pursues a course of conduct widtout advemng at all to the 

consequences of that conduce he does not foresee those consequences, much less desire 

them.'q 

W e  could say, then. that the real semantic content of 'negligence' is unpacked with 

the desctiption which Turner intends as the 'sense' of the tern. The desaiption ('the 

state of mind of a man who pursues a course of conduct..') yields the conditions which 

must obtain in order for 'negligence' to name, ref& to, or denote an instance of its kind 

LW.C Turner? “The Mental Element in 
CrimiMI Lcnv (London: M a c M i i  and Co, 

Crimes at Common Law," in Tire Modern Approach 
1948). ed. by L Radzinowia and J.W.C. Tufner? 207. 



The important thing for mry strong subjective thesis about the meaning of negligence is 

that the principal semantic content of 'negligence' is a mental or psychological 

description. 

From the start, some themes might be highligha which are common to Tmer's 

theory and those yet to be explored. One dominant theme is that 'negligence' and 

'intention' refer to distinct states of mind. Note that they are supposed to be the same 

kind of thing in general: a mental state. What distinguishes them is that they have 

different mental contents. In Turner's analysis, the fact that certain consequences are 

neither foreseen nor desired by an agent means that they are not intendd3 The absence 

of those same mental elements is what makes an agent's state of mind  ina advert en^'^ 

A second theme worth noting is this. Subjective theorists claim that 'negligence' 

identifies a state of mind. That identification is usually made under the terms of a 

description that fixes what it means to be 'negligent' or 'inadvertent' Note, though, that 

what sarisfies the descriptive conditions is not really anything that is felt or conscious to 

an agent in being 'inadvertent,' An agent might actuulIy be thinking about many Metent 

Trmer analyzes intention in tbe followi~g way. He says UW ' 'Iotention' denotes (he state of mind d 
the man who not only foresees, but also desks tbe possrie amqmas of bis conduct, FOI example, I 
shoot at you fae~eeing and desiring that I may kill you" fluraer, "The Mental Elernent in Crimes at 
Common Law," 206). 

The term 'inadvertently' is often aepad in tbe li(aatue as one that has a ppniarlarly strong and 
unique anmomion: it is not just that an agent Qes something 'unintentionally,' or without meaning or 
aiming to do it. Bis lack of in t ea t id  or purposeful agency also has, as a constifuent element, an 
absence of any awamess &nowledge or foresight) of certain amsequences a implicationsILS He is neither 
aware of nor mmtiollsluy aiming at the results for which be is possibly to bIame. For mote discussion of 
this point and same of its difiiarlties, see chapter five, section 52. 



things, or going through any number of emotions or feelings, in satisfying the conditions 

which go along with being inadvertent, 

It is rfiffimrlt, then, to think that 'inadverteuce' identifies any one particuIar type of 

occurrent state of mind or set of mental properties. For the time being though, kt os 

suppose that then: is a unique state of mind, or a set of them, which answers to the terms 

of Turner's description. tfis claim can then be put in terms of the following proposition: 

(PI. 1) Negligence is inadvertence. 

From the truth of P1.1 Turner is able to infer (with the assistance of additional 

premises) several things. The first is that it is apparently absurd to talk, as we commonly 

do, in terms of degrees of negligence. It makes no sense to qualify negligence as being 

'gross', 'slight', or 'criminaL'S An inadvertent state of mind is essentially a 'biank' one 

(that is. with respect to certain consequences). Turner argues that 'blanhess' is 

obviously not the kind of thing which will admit degrees. As he says: 

There can be no different degrees of inadvertence as indicating a state of mind. The 
man's mind is a blank as to the consequences in question; his cealization of their 
possibility is nothing and the= are no different degrees of nothing? 

The second conclusion worth noting is that negligence identifies the kind of mental 

state which cannot be consided as a bonnjide species of mem tea? For Tumer, some 

element of foresight is an essential constituent of a guilty mind Without such an element, 

Tmna. VIhe Meatal Element in Crimes at Common Law," 209. 

Ibid. 205-211. See also Turner% discussion d negligewe in RusseII on Crime. Twelftb Edition, 
vor~m 1 (~oodoa: steveo~ ~i SOW, 1 9 ~ ) ~  43-52, 



one cannot be held cdminally liable for one's conduct, and so o forrid one cannot be 

held crhninally responsible for negligence. 

Austin's analysis of negligence is similar in many ways to Tumefs. He analyzes 

negligence in tenns of r mental state which can be sharply differentiated from an 

intentional one. Intentions are explained by Austin as conscious elements of explicit 

thought, foresight, and belief. h short, it is sdficient for the existence of an intention 

that an agent have certain occturent beliefs about the el&- of her own acts of will, or 

about the likely consequences of her own actions in general. 'To intend," says Austin, ''is 

to believe that a given act will follow from a given volition, or that a given consequence 

will follow a given ac t... the party conceives the foture event, and believes that there is a 

chance of its following his volition or act Intention, therefore, is a state of 

consciousness,"~ 

By contrast. the common thread of negligence and 'heedlessness' is that they are the 

kind of thing which presupposes a sort of 4unconscio~ness' on the part of the agent As 

Austin explains: "...negligence and heedlessness suppose unconsciousness. In the first 

case, the party does not think of a given act In the second case, the party does not think 

of a given  consequence.'^ Note that this way of analyzing negligence allows Austin to 

John Austin, Lectures on Jurisprudence or the Philosophy of Positive Law, Fm Edition, Volume 1, 
Edited by Robert Campbell (Loadon: Jobn Murray' 1885). 428. 

Ibid 428. Austin's use of 'MCOIlSCiOUs' here obviously strikes us as inCOCreCt. An agent's hot 
thinking' of p of might lead us to descni him as being "not COIlSCious' of p. But not being coIlSCious of 
a particular matter does not in the least seem to amount to being MCOllSCious per se, or even 
'unCOIISCious' with respect to that particular mnlter. 



envision a sharp conceptual divide bemeen intentions and negIigence* The sharp split 

originates in the fact that the concepts identify two distinct states of the mind. Austin 

therefose concludes as follows: 

..*a state of mind between consciousness and m c o n s c i o m n k ~ e e n  intention on 
the one side and negligence or beedlessaegs on the other-seems to be impossible. 
The party thinks, or the party does not think, of the act or consequence. If he think of 
it, he intends* If be do not t&ink of it, be is negligent or heedless* To say that 
negligence or heedlessness may run into intention, is to say that a thought may be 
absent from the mind, and yet (after a fashion) present to the mind.10 

Austin's analysis suggests that 'negligence' refers to a state of mind bat is inadvertent 

or not presently conscious of certain drings.lL Unlike Turner, Austin proceeds to argue 

that inadvertence can operate as a legitimate ground of cdminal liability. While Turner 

thinks that actual foresight is necessary for mens reu (and nras reu is necessary for 

criminal liability), Austin maintains that inadvertence can constitute a form of mens rea. 

An inadvertent state of inind can give rise to liability only if several conditions are met 

For one, the inadvertence must be the causc of an omission, as Austin explains: 

Intention, negligence, heedlessness, or rashness, is not of itseywrong, or breach of 
duty or obligation; nor does it of itsew place the party in the predicament of gnilt or 
imputability. In order that the party may be placed in that predicament, his intention, 

A second mdency in Austin's walr is to treat iaadverteuce as just one 'main ingredient' in the more 
'oomplex dm' which is suggested by tbe ooncepr of negligence. As he says: "Absence of a thought 
whicb one's duty would nnhlnrlly suggest, is tbe main ingredient in each of tbe annplex notions wbicb 
are styled 'negligeace' and 'heedlessness'" (427). Even so, it is fgit to say that the aanow, mental sense 
predominates, Awtin argues tbat to make a culpable omission is to be negligent or to neglect one's duty. 
In his axounr, an omission is something W is imdvenently not done (an intentional 'not doing' or 
omission is a 'forbearaace'), To be negligent a ncglecrficl seems, then, to require a blend of mental and 
behaviod crnnpoaents, but tbe negligence itself is cestricted to the mental domain-that is, to the 
mCOOSCious or inadvertent mind. 



negligence, heediessness, or rashness must be referred to an act, forbearance. or 
omission, of which it was the cause.l2 

Secondly, an agent may be subject to liability for an omission only if he had a duty not 

to make the omission in the first place. Even though the agent is not actually conscious 

of the duty while acting, Austin maintains that be is g r n d y  mare of it. Thus an agent 

can be liable for iaadvestence because it (together with the omission it causes) 

constitutes a b~each of legal duty. 

Several things follow from the analyses of negligence given by Turner and Austin 

Both endorse a proposition such as PI. 1. Thus to say that an agent acted negligently is 

the same as to say that she acted 'without adverting at d to the consequences of her 

conduct' It would also be that the following statements mean the same thing. 

(1) She acted negligently. 

(2) She acted inadvertently. 

However, we are inclined to think that statements such as (1) and (2) do not express 

the same proposition. It seem quite possibIe that (1) can be false while (2) is true: there 

might be cases in which an agent is inadvertent but is not negligent in his behavior. For 

that matter, the statements do not even seem to convey the same kid of information. 

H.L.A. Hart argues that a statement such as (1) refers to the fact that an agent failed 

to meet a certain stmrdmd of conrlirct.13 Both (1) and (2) might be taken to imply that 

l2 Austin, Lenures on Juricpru&nce, 461. 

l3 =.A. Hiat, "Negligence, M e w  Rea, and Criminal Rsponsibility~ in Punishmenf and 
Responsibility: Essays in the Philosophy of Lmu (Oxford: Clarendm Press, 1968). 147-148. I will 



the agent, in some sense, 'missed something,' or foiled to notice something9 but only (1) 

seems to imply that it was of stdEcient impormse that the agent ought nor to bave 

missed it  In other words, (2) does not imply that the agent fniled to notice something 

which was of central importance in what he was doing. 

It might be the case that an agent's unawareness or gened failure to notice such-and- 

such suggests a common denominator among concepts such as inadvertence, 

carelessness, and negligence. The cognitive 'failtue' would be a common denominator 

only if each term connotes some kind of unawareness or inattention on the part of the 

agent. AR White argues that this is true of all three, and especially of inadvertence: 

Inadvertence is the failure to pay such attention to the fine details of one's actions as 
may on occasion be necessary if an nntoward w d t  is to be avoi ded... Inadvertence 
is a failure to look at the details of our action, to keep our eyes on what we are 
doing." 

White also maintains that despite theu hihities, there is a conceptual difference 

between inadvertence and carelessness, just as there is between inadvertence and 

negligence. To describe an action as careless or negligent would seem to suggest a more 

serious 'breach' on the part of the agenL White argues that 'inadvertence' applies more 

to 'slips' with the 'fine details' of a certain activity. If the inattention is manifested with 

respect to things which comprise a central and important part of the main activity in 

discuss tbe substance of Hart's position, and the mtext in which it is developed, at greater length in 
chapter four. 

l4 A. R White, Grout& of fiabiliryr An Introduction to the Philosophy of &nv (Word: Qsrendon 
Ress, 1985). 99. 



which one is engaged, the proper description would be put in terrns of carelessness or 

perhaps n e g l i g e n H u t  not inadvertence." 

The general suggestion is that the conditions for applying the concept of negligence 

are mom mtrictive and of a diffment sort than they are for saying that an agent acted 

'without adverting at all' to the details or CollSeqnences of what she was doing. It seems 

that the troth of (I) might q u k  a more 

conditions than would the truth of (2). The 

negligent acts has more serious implications, 

complex fact or a more complex set of 

inattention that accompanies careless and 

likely because of what is missed and not 

just because of a general failure to notice something. 

Hart also suggests that the difference in the logical character of the statements is 

indicated by the fact that (2), but not (I), might in some cases be offered as an excuse for 

what one does.16 The point of offedag one's inadvertence as an excuse is to suggest that 

certain (bad) effects were not intended, desiffd, willed, or within one's control in the 

relevant sense. Thus one is not truly responsible for the effects, or is responsible for them 

in only a weak, causal sense. 

The kind of excusing work which 'inadvertence' occasionally does helps to show why 

it might be problematic to identify it with negligence. Suppose for the moment that Hart 

is right and that the truth of a statement such as (1) implies several things: ht, that an 

agent failed to comply with a certain standad of conduct and second, that one effect of 

IS Ibid., 97-99. 

l6 Hart, "Negligmc* Me= Rea and Crimhai Resporrst'bility," 148. 



this WPS that others were harmed or put at risk (albeit inadvertently). If our intuitions 

about negligence iacline us in this ditection at all, it is difkdt to see how an analysis of 

negligence can be coatined to the state of an agent's mhd alone. We use the teun to 

refer m the fact that others were put at risk or harmed by an agent's conduct. Thus if we 

are using 'negligence' to describe an event, it is not possible to present the harms or 

potential risks as the 'effects' of a mental state to which they me only ccllcsaIly and not 

concepncolly related Thus it does not seem that a statement such as  (1) c o d  ever 

excuse an agent in the same way that (2) might In part, this is because (1) is not capable 

of putting the same sort of conceptual distance between the agent ad the ham fmm 

which he hopes to be excused. 

In other words, 'negligence' does not refer to a mental cause that could in principle 

be conceptually detached from the undesirable hams or risks which it produces. What is 

pinpointed is not a mental state which might have caused favorable results. On the other 

hand, an agent's inadvertence rnight be the cause of many different things. The effects 

might be good, bad, or rather neutral ones in themselves. CIhink, for example, of the way 

in which an actor's inadvertence might be used to generate comedy in a play or movie). 

But note that we do not, it seems, speak about negligence as being the kind of thing 

which produces good or neutral mults. I€ an agent's negligence does not actually result 

in hann (but only threatens it), we might consider him lucky in many cases. 



23.2 SaImond. Negligence is Cul'pable Carelessness 

A second subjective thesis is pat focwd by Salmond, He argues that we use the term 

'negligence' to denote a cul@abIy cmclus mad Part of his analysis of negligence 

contains a fPmiliar argument in favor of the idea that aegligence identifies a mental 

phenomenon. Consider the passage with which be concludes his discussion of 

negligence: 

A ship captain may willfully cast away his ship by the neglect of the ordinary rules of 
good seamanship. A father who neglects to provide medicine for his sick child may 
be guilty of willful murder, rather than of mere negligence. In none of these cases ... 
can we distinguish between intentional and negligent wrongdoing, save by looking 
into the mind of the offender aad obsewing his subjective attimde toward his act and 
its consequences. Externally and objectikly. the two classes of offenses are 
indistinguishable. Negligence is the opposite of wrongfd intention, and since the 
latter is a subjective fact the former must be such also.18 

Salmond argues that there is a difference between an intentional doing and something 

which is done negligently. The diffemce is not supposed to be one that resides in any 

perceptually distinguishable (that is, 'external' or 'objective') properties. The presence or 

absence of certain mental conditions makes a crucial difference in detenaining which 

concept covers the case (as well as what amount of fault and blame the agent might 

incur). 

l7 Sir John Salmond, JurisptUdCIU:~, Seventh Edition w o n :  Sweet 6t Maxwell Limited, 1924). 40% 
423. Saimomi also suggests rbat we might use 'negligence' in a broader sense, to refer to conduct that is 
produced by a careless state of mind. 'Negligence' is tbetefore supposed to be ambiguous in rtK same 
way that a term like 'auelty' is: each can be used to indicate either a subjective state or disposition, or 
the (objective) results of such a disposition (Salmond, Juri.pru&we, 408). 



Before looking at the finer details of SaImond's analysis. a problem with the general 

thrust of his case might be noted. In short, it is a mistake to conclu& that the concepts 

of intention and negligence identay only those mental facts or properties which 'malre 

the concepmd difEerence' in the sort of cases mentioned by Salmond. Imagine two cases 

which for all intents and parposes am pemptllally identical. Say that on two occasions 

John strikes a pedestrian with his car, and that each case is composed of like physical 

events. the set of x, y, and t Only in one case, John acts intentionally; in the other, he 

acts negligently. Suppose also that in the intentional case a certain mental property I, or 

set of them, is presenk In the negligent one, there is a different mental property or set, 

signified by N. 

It might be m e  that what differentiates the two events is the presence of a 

distinguishing mental feature(s) in each case. But even so, it would be a mistake to 

conclude -as some subjectivists like Salmond and Austin apparently want to - that each 

concept identifies only rtre mental property, or set of them, signified by I or N. 

Concepttrdly, negligence might also depend on x, y, or z, or on some relation which 

obtains between the various elements and N, for example; there are different relational 

properties in each case. Even if the conceptual difference in the example is decided based 

on the presence of I in one, and N in the other, it does not follow that the concept of 

negligence identiflies only N, to the exclusion of other things. The error is to mistake 

what might be a necessary condition - the p a n e  of some mental condition(s) - for 



one that is both mcesary and safEicjent Salmmd's argument wil l  not by itself show 

hat the meaning of aegligence can be contined to tbe mental domain. 

As with Austin, it b clear tbat S a l m d  is concerned to argue for some clear 

conceptual distance between the traditional narc rea categories of intention and 

negligence. Their main way of doing this, it seems, is to posit a sharp subjective divide in 

what the concepts identiQ. The lesult is that different levels of ch ina l  fault are 

grounded in distinct kinds of mental states. 

Contrary to Turner d Austin though, Sahnond argues that negligence identities a 

careless state of mind. What it means to be careless is fixed by Salmond in terms of 

indifference: he claims that negligence, or carelessness, "...essentially consists in the 

mental attitude of UI(IUe indifference with respect to one's conduct ond its 

conrequences."lg One of the principal mental elements which divides a negligent state of 

mind from an intentional one is supposed to be desire. Salmond analyzes intention in 

terms of a conjunctive state of foresight and d&. He identifies negligence with a lack 

of positive desk  for a certain outcome or consequence. In this way, the role that desire 

plays is supposed to distinguish between the two states in a sharp fashion.20 

20 An agent's da*t - or lack of it - also operam as one of the primary conditions of aiminal liability. 
Salmond suggests that intentional law-breakers desire break the law, or at least to perform sane 
prohibited act Tbae is why l k y  are liable: tbey desire to & wrong (ar to do something tbat is in fkt 
wrong). Apparently, one of tbe reasas fa  which negligent agents are liable is tbat they lack the desite 
to avoid doing something which might be harmful a wrong. Salmond also suggests tbat it is not 
necessary fm tbe iadifferepce oidesii) which makes an agent liable to be pesent at the point in 
time at which be harms otbers or puts rbem at risk. Fcrr example, an incompetent surgeon might care 
very much about the welfare of his patient wbile she is operating (Salmcmd, JutiJpnrdcnce, 413). Yet 
she may have been careless in making the decision &I operate, or perbaps even in fonaing belie& about 



SaJmond abo distinguishes among two main forms which iruliffemce may take.2' 

The tirst is one in wbich the agent is aware of t&e interests of others (and perhaps knows 

that he is indiffe~lent to tbem). Salmond elects to call this 'advertent negligence.' 

Negligence that is inadvertent is just 'simple negligence.' In either case, the common 

denominator is the 'not caring,' or an absence of care, on the part of the agent In the 

first case, the agent notices the risk he poses to others, yet he does not care about it. In 

the second case, we might say that he does not care enough to know or to notice how 

others might be affected by his actions. The carelessness (iidiffeclence) is supposedly 

what explains the inadvertence in tbe latter case, that of 'simple negligence.' 

At the crux of Salmond's thesis about negligence is, then, a secies of related claims. 

One is that the term 'negligence' has a distinct mental sense; a second is that this mental 

sense is one that operates as a proper category of mens rea; and a third is that this 

category identifm an M m n t  state of mind which is distinct from mental states that 

are intentional. Negiigence is essentially a mental phenomenon because carelessness is 

the kind of thing that takes a mental form. More precisely, the careIessness or 'not 

caring' which is tantamount to negligence is a matter of the agent's 'indifference' to 

certain things. Thus we arrive at a second type of subjective thesis, which may be 

expressed like this: 

81.2) Negligence is carelessness. 

her own skills. Salmond distinguishes between 'remate* and 'immediaoe' carelessness, at least one d 
which is aecessary for negligence. 



There are, however, numemos pmbkms in thinking that carelessness is the same thing 

as negligemce, and that each term identifies a state of mind (or a set of them). There very 

well may be an important conceptual relation between negligence and care, and perhaps 

it is roughly this: ewery ilegligent agent is careless in some sense. Salmond argues that 

karelessness' is synonymous with 'not caring' and that each tenn denotes an agent's 

indifference. Thus the real content of Pl.2 is more aptly expressed by tbe c h n  bar: 

(P1.21) Negligence is indiffenence 

One initial problem with Salmond's analysis is in the move from PL.2 to P1.21. 

Salmond analyzes 'cane' in a way that shows it to be a largely mental phenomenon. 

'Carelessness' denotes a mental state of indiffmnce. The problem is that a purely mental 

conception of 'care' and 'careIessness' ignores some of the potential ambiguity which 

sarroands the meaning of care. Oftentimes, we do take care to be the kind of (mental) 

thing that is evident in how one thinks or feels about something. We also think, though. 

that care is the kind of thing which may take a more active form, in which case ' h g '  

connotes the &ing of a some things or the active pursuit of certain ends. One who cares 

might fe l  a certain way about something, but she might equally pursue what is good for 

another, or be disposed to give a certain priority to things in her planning and actions 

(regardless of her feelings about them). The two forms of care might only be 

contingently related: for example, the way a doctor cares for her patients might be 

devoid of the mental feelings which one sense of the term suggests? 

22 White's discussion of the concept dean notes and d&usses this sort of ambiguity (White, Grounds 
of Wil i ty ,  93-97). Tradit id Ot$edve tbeocies of negligence (discussed in Chapter Tbree) also tend 



We might, then, want to express some initial reservation about the idea that 

'carelessless' can be leduced to a mental term. It is not cleat that P1.21 gives an 

accurate pic- of what i s -or  mightcsally be expressed by P1.2. For the moment 

thent we can ignore the fact that SPlmond identifies carelessness with indifference, and 

place indifference at the crm of negligence. Perhaps what Salmond reaIly wants to 

express is the idea that aegligence is i n m a c e ,  in which case his thesis does not have 

to be mediated so k t l y  by concerns about the meaning of care. 

RecPll that Salmond suggests that indiffillce may take one of two main fomrs. In 

one, the agent may be conscious of the fat that he does not care about something. In the 

other, the agent generally lacks a desire to be concerned with the interests of others, and 

this triggers a failure to notice some of the pertinent effects of his actions. These are 

supposed to be the two forms which negligence may take: the frst is advertent, while the 

second is inadvertent or just 'simple' negligence. 

There are, however, some problems with each form of putative negligence. Salmond 

is working primarily with two basic criminal categories, one being 'intention' and the 

other being 'negligence' We commonly think that a third crimiaal category, 

'recklessness,' interposes between the two. The f~ that an agent has some awareness 

of, and possible control over, an unjustifiable outcome or harm is normally sufficient to 

say that he was reckless in not avoiding it. In general, the idea that negligence can be 

fully advertent--and still be negligence-is one that might pose a challenge to some of 

to see 'due care' as a type of (non-negligent) anuiuct rbat is essentially non-mental, See fm example tbe 
article by Hemy Terry, "Negligence," Hanard krw R&ew XXIX (1915). 



our main intuitions about what differentiates negligence from other important legal 

concepts. 

W e  codd suggest that 'advertent negligence* just is lllecklessness, and thereby ~ f b s e  

to treat inadvertent and advertent negligence as two Merent forms in which the same 

kind of thing may appear. W e  could then restrict our attention to Salmoad's claims about 

'simple negligence' (indiffmnce which manifests itself in inadvertence). One problem 

with this is that we usually take indiffe~ellce to be the kind of thing which is advertent: 

that is, it seems to reg* that we have some actual awareness of those things about 

which we feel indifferent. The idea that indifference could be entirely unknowing or 

unwitting seems to be conceptually confused fmm the sfart= 

Perhaps what Salmond has is mind is more general, and might be articulated as 

follows. The basic idea in a case of negligence is that if one had cared enough about the 

interests of others, one would have consciousLy attended to matters differently namely, 

with more attention to the way in which one's actions impinged on the interests of 

others. The suggestion is that one can be hdiE"nt to the interests of others in a more 

firndamental way that need not be so immediately felt by an agent The character and 

23 It is aJw difticult to think that desire a h e  can bc used to difkfeatiate among tbe mental states 
which are supposed to be identified by 'intention' and 'negligence.' S a I m d  takes intentions to be 
nude of elements of fotesight and desire. Yet it seems that tbe relation between intentions and desire is 
at best oaly contiagent one might mteod to & things wbich one does not desire; one might desire and 
think about things which ooe bas no intention of doing; one might even contemplate, f- and desire 
a certain outanne but yet it may not be oae's intention to poduce it (possi'bilities such as these are 
suggested by R A  Duffs discussion of intention in chapter three of his Imcntion, Agency, and Ctintinal 
Law (Oxford. Basil Blackwell, 1990)). If possbilities such as tbese are real ones, ss they seem to be, it is 
not clear that tbe absence of desire alone can be used to make distiactions in tbe way that Salmond 
wants. At the very least, otber coascioos elements would need to be included in the analysis. 



beliefs of an agent might structure her field of 'vision' in a way that impacts on what she 

notices about her actions. A deep insensitivity to the interests of others might translate 

into a failure to notice how an agent affiits others. and an instance of this deep. 

'structural' indiffe1~nce is what Salmond means by 'negligence.' 

Even if we let this son of deep a k n c e  of concern go by the name of 'inRiffetence,' 

there are stil l  problems with the thesis. It is diff'icult to c o ~ e c t  indIffemce (at any level) 

with inadvertence in a 6rm way that will account for what we think negligence might 

imply. It is not really clear what it could mean for indifference to 'Panslate into' 

inadvertence. The phrase could hardly suggest a logical relation between the two 

concepts alone. For example, one could easily notice things to which one was utterly 

indifferent (much as one could act in the service of interests for which one had no real 

concem). On the other hand. it is not hard to think that agents can. and often do. fail to 

notice things about which they do care in either an immediate or long-term sense. 

Noticing something and caring about it ye two distinct and only contingently dated 

things. Their connection seems to be one that is more psychological than it is logical. 

More generally, it is not clear that this kind of fwrdamental or deeply-set indifference 

could be used to give a compelling account of negligence. Suppose that an agent does 

miss 'seeing' a lot of things because he simply does not care enough to be aware of 

them. 'Ibe question is: is this (mental) fact alone sutficient to make him negligent? 

There are many things which could serve as objects of indifference. But it seems that 

it might be quite reasonable not to care about and not to notice many things. In itself., the 



fact that an agent's life and conscious attention are structured around concern for some 

things, and not others, says nothing about whether the care and attention are f d  in 

good, bad, or morally neutral ways. It might be a matter of virtue, of vice, or of no 

impoxt whatsoever that an agent does not care about, and attend to, some tbings. 

It does not seem very likely that the same things can be said about negligence. ?be 

idea that in certain circumstances 'negligence' indicates a virtuoos or appropriate 

disposition is countetintuitive: it runs against some of our basic thoughts about the kind 

of circumstances in which we would normally apply the predicate 'was negligent' The 

concept of negligence seems to incorporate some c o m b i i  notion of the importance 

and inappropriateness of what an agent failed to notice or to do. 
I 

One last modification to the thesis might be considered. As Salmond originally 

expresses it, his thesis is that negligence is culpable carelessness.24 We might, then. 

modify P 1.21 by adding some mention of culpability, a get: 

(Pl.22) Negligence is culpable hdif5etence. 

There are, though, still intractable diEcuIlties in t h . g  that culpable indifference is 

identical with negligence. The basic problem now is to give an analysis of what makes 

indiffexence culpable in a way that would only be suggestive of negligence in a mental 

form. There are two difficulties in particular which might be noted 

First, indifference might be culpable for mod teasons that have little to do with 

negligence. AQ attitude (or general state) of indifference might be associated with such 



vices as sloth or a callous disnegad for others. One reason that indifference in this form 

would not usually be taken for negligence is that it is dincted at interests of a certain 

(perhaps less hdamenml) kind It might be callous of me not to care about, and not to 

notice, the way I hurt your feelings, but it does not seem that this qualifies as 

negligetl~6--even in a sense which might be moral and not legal Negligence seems to 

'orbit' around interests, risks, or harms of a more serious name. 

Secondly, men if one fails to care about a d  notice some harm which is of a serious 

nature, the picture is stiI l  not complete. What is missing is the idea that the agent is 

implicated in cawing, or in failing to 

hanas arise. For example, one might 

people in the Third Wodd, and such an 

avoid, a certain course of events in which those 

be utterly blind to the fate which befalls many 

attitude may indeed be culpable. But the calpable 

relation is still too passive to cover what we mean by 'negligence.' 

An indifferent attitude, state of mind, or state of character generally might have 

aspects that are both mental and culpable. But if what makes a case of negligence 

culpable is that it involves the pmductzon of certain harms or risks, it ceases to be a 

purely mental phenomenon which is identified by 'negligence.' To the extent that 

'culpable' is analyzed in P1.22 in a way that starts to satisfy us, it does so only by 

deflating the idea that negligence might be conceptually restricted to what an agent 

thinks or feels. 



2.4 ConcIusibn 

Despite their general difEemces, Turner. Austin, and Salmond propose theories of 

negligence which are united at the core: the theories suggest that negligence identilks or 

characterizes a state of mind; and they p i c e  the mind as a cause of physical acts. The 

end result is a notion of negligent crimiaPl agency that is heavily indebted to dualism, one 

in which the mind (or some of its -1 contents) is supposed to stand in a causal 

reIation with certain harmful (or potentially hanafu) states of affaits. A concept like 

'negligence' apparently allows us to fms  on those aspects of an agent's mental life that 

are essential for determining such things as cdminal blame, guilt, liability, and 

responsibility. 

The problems encountered by each theory are similar. It is not clear that the defining 

terms can, in every case, be convincingly reduced to mental ones, or to ones that would 

necessarily convey the negative connotations that 'negligence' tends to &we. Even if the 

definens were reducibIe to a mental predicate, it is unlikely that the result would be an 

intuitively satisfying definition of negligence. A strong subjective theory would sever any 

direct, conceptuul relation between negligence and the production of actual harm or risk. 

This would imply that negligence bears only a contingent relation to externally culpable 

behavior, and to being to b h e  for the way m which one has actually related oneself to 

others. The latter possibility is one that provides a main critical inroad for objective 

theories of negligence, to which I will turn in the next chapter. 



CEuWrER 'IHREE -NEGLIGENCE AND RISKY CONDUCT: 

TFIE TRADITIONAL OBJECTIVE THEORY 

3.1 Iintro&ction 

Two main proponents of a traditional objective theory of negligence are EJenry Terry 

and &my Edgerton. Each adheres to the general proposition (PZ) that negligence is a 

type of conduct I will focus on the common aspects of their theories in the pment 

chapter. Some of these aspects are quite plausible. ObpCtivists tend to envisage a 

conceptual link between negligence and the creation of dsL. This appeases some of our 

intuitions about the meaning of negligence and our use of the term to capture a certain 

type of event. However, objectivists still want to place negligent acts within a causal 

nexus of mental and physical events, and there is a posh to reduce the meaning of 

'negligence' to the Meects alone of any mental suue. This does damage to some of our 

other main thoughts about negligence and the mind (and also about how the relation 

between these things might bear on the &gree of an agent's culpability). h section 3.2, I 

will give a brief outline of the objective position, before moving to consider its specific 

claims in more detail. 

It should be noted that Terry and Edgerton are not concerned to give an analysis of 

the concept of negligence only us it applies to cciminal law. Their general concern is to 

explicate the meaning of negligence in a way that accounts for it being a general ground 

of legal liability, including civil cases. As a resalt, at least some of the debate between 

subjectivists and objectivists seems to occur at cross-purposes. Subjectivists want to 



make our use of the term 'negligence' fit within a traditional nrmp rea classification, 

where it shodd indicate a subjective basis for imputing climinal fault. Objectivists think 

that 'negligence' refers to a general type of conduct, for which different types of legal 

liability might be imposed. They conc1ude that no specific mental state or property is 

relevant to negligence as a type. 

In assessing the objective thesis, I will leave aside questions about the relation 

between civil liability and negligene There are important issues here, but they are ones 

that we can attempt to distinguish b r n  the main points of criminal concern. There are 

more basic conceptual questions about how 'negligence' should be understood. There 

are also doubts as to whether a broad, 'objective' account of the concept can satisfy 

either our intuitions about negligence or the specific legal concerns that seem to motivate 

the analysis. 

3.2 An Outline of the Objective Position 

As it is articulated in the works of Terry and Edgerton, there are two main 

components in the objective theory of negligence. The first component comprises an 

attack on the 'subjectivism' of theorists like Turner. Austin, and Salmond. The second 

element is an attempt to elucidate the meaning of negligence in a way that makes an 

agent's conduct, and not his state of mind, the focal point. Frequently, the two sides sit 

in a very close relation. Consider for example what Terry says at the s& of his article: 

Negligence is conduct which involves an unreasonably great risk of causing 
damage..*Negligence is conduct, not a state of &.,Whatever the state of 



mind be that leads to aegligent conduct, the state of mind, which is the cause, 
must be distiagpished from the actual negligence* which is the e & e d  

Edgercon follows a similar liae of argument in his article: 

Negligence neither is nor involves ("presnpposes") either indiffkrence, or 
inadvertence7 or any other mental characteristic, cpality7 state, or process. 
Negligence is unreasonably dangerous conduct4e.. conduct abnormally likely 
to c a w  harm. Freedom h m  negligence ... does not require care, or any other 
mental phenomenon, but qaires only that one's conduct be reasonably safie-as 
little likeLy to cause harm as the conduct ofa normal person would be.2 

As the remarks suggest, an attack on subjectivism - on the idea that 'negligence' 

identifies mental phenomena - gives the objective thesis its initial shape. I wiU refer to 

the claims about what negligence is nor as the 'negative thesis' and look at them in the 

following section, 3.3. The negative thesis is also mixed with positive claims about the 

meaning of negligence. I will explore the positive thesis in section 3.4. The usual claim 

made by objectivists is that 'negligence' refers to, or characterizes* a type of conduct 

which is unreasonably risky or dangerous in the h a m  that it threatens. The focus is 

meant to be on actions or conduct - on what an agent dws,  and not on what she thinks, 

notices, or feeQ hence we can know that an agent is negligent without knowing 

anything about her particular state of mind. 

1 Henry Terry, "Negligence," Haward Law Review. XXD[ (1915). 41. 

2 H q  Edgertoa. Wegligence, Inadvertence, and Iadiff&emx: The Relation of Mental States m 
Negligence," Haward fuw Revilw, XXXIX (1926)' 852. 



3.3 ihe Negative Thesis: Negligence is mt o State of Mind 

Rimarily, what Terry and Edgerton nzject about subjective theories is the claim that 

negligent acts ye sharply distinguishable from intentional ones on the of some 

churacterisa'c m e n d  properties which 'negligence ' idmtijies. The traditional 

objectivists want to convince us of two things in particular: that a proper con~qhld 

dysk of negligence will in fact show that it identities a type of conduct, and not a 

mental state; and that this account of the concept gives us a more satisfying pic- of 

why we impose liability for negligence than will a subjective thesis. 

Subjective theories are supposed t be flawed in two main ways. Fit, there are 

conceptual concerns about what it would take to prove the existence of negligence if the 

strong subjective theses were me. Second, there are related concerns about the kinds of 

conditions which might exempt an agent fkom liability for his negligent conduct. The 

conceptual concerns are the simpIest and most satisfying. The arguments that invoke 

considerations about liability are more convoluted and fail to score decisive points 

against subjective theories. 

3.3.1 Concerns about Meaning 

At the core of the subjective theories examined in chapter two is the claim that 

negligence is a state of mind. The theories are perhaps most plausible if we imagine an 

agent aciuolly causing ham to others, or endangering them, as a result of being in a 

'negligent frame of mind.' Terry and Edgerton freguently point out that 'his need not be 

the case. I€ 'negligence' just refers to a state of mind, the presence of certain mental 



conditions w o w  entail or identay the presence of negligence. Any measure of 

indifference or inadvertence should be sufficient to show that an agent is negligent Other 

conditions would be sufficknt to show that negligence is absent For example, Edgerton 

claims that 'amcioas consideration' and 'concerned attention' are the antitheses of 

inadvertence and indifference Theiefm, if it is true that an agent is anxious or attentive, 

this would seem to imply that she cannot be negligent, in virtue of the meaning of the 

tern 'negligence ' a h  

In priocipIe, then, negligence (qua state of mind or mental event) could exist m 

isolation from any obNtive facts about what sort of conduct an agent engaged in. She 

might conduct herself in a hamfbl or threatening way, but not have an indifferent or 

inadvertent mind at the same time (she might be attentive or anxious). On the other hand, 

she might have a M y  'negligent mind' without harming anyone or putting others at risk 

As chapter two suggested, the subjective theses imply only a contingent relation between 

the concept of negligence and the production by an agent of harm or risk. 

Objectivists point out these entailments in an effort to score direct, intuitive points 

against the subjective theories. No matter what an agent might think or fed (even if this 

is blameworthy in its own right). it seems likely that we do not blame him for negligence 

until such time as he a c W y  fails rn do something that he ought t~ do. h discussions of 

negligence, this failwe is normally supposed to result in the harm or endangerment of 

others. If our intuitions about the concept can be motivated in this direction, the result 

would be that no purely mental account of negligence can ever sufficient If we think that 



it is pan of the vey meaning or logic of the term 'negligence' that it says something 

about the way in which an agent actually relates himself to others, the objectivist will 

have gained a foothold in his initial miticism of the subjective position, 

3.3.2 Concern about Liability 

Often, the concems which objectivists have about the actual meaning of 'negligence' 

are mixed with other ones about the conditions in which legal liability is - or ought to be 

- imposed Consider one of the ways in which Edgerton clarities his own position on the 

concept of negligence, while linking it with concerns about liability: 

... the pmposition that negligence is conduct means that there is negligence i€ 
there are ~nreasonably dangerous motions, and not otherwise; consequently, that 
no particular mental shortcoming proves negligence or is necessary to negligence, 
and no particular mental attainment precludes negligence. Non-negligent 
conduct, and consequent freedom from liability, may coexist with a mental state 
that is dangerous, as involving inadvertence, lack of normal anxiety to avoid 
harm, or any other unsafe mental fact negligent conduct, and consequent 
liability, may coexist with normal and proper advertence and anxiety.3 

'Lheze is also, then, a tendency to use concerns about liability to apply leverage against 

a subjective account of negligence. Elsewhere, Edgerton outlines some of the apparent 

problems that would arise from imposing criminal liability for negligence, given that we 

understand negligence to be a state of mind: 

... either the theory that negligence is, or ... that it necessarily involves or 
'6p~upposes," a particular mental condition. would protect the attentive and 
anxious man from liability for his dangerous conduct ... The mend theory in 
either of its chief form--that negligence is, or that it necessarily involves, 
inadvertence or indiffe~ell~8--wodd leave the general security unprotected 
against that vast amount of dangerous and harmful conduct which results not 
fiom inadvertence or indifference but h m  deficiencies in knowledge, memory, 



observation, imagination, foresight, intelligence, judgment, qykkness of reaction, 
delibedon, coolness, self-control, detenaination, courage, or the Iike. This is 
the great vice of the theory.4 

The 'great vice' of the subjective theories is that they would identifjr a class of 

negligent acts on the bPsis of an inappropriate list of exclusively mental criteria. Several 

types of objections are made in response to such a list For example, to the extent that a 

subjective thesis provides mxssary conditions for negligence, it would apparently not 

aUow us to predicate hegligeace' in some cases where actual harm ensues from 

unreasonably dangerous conduct. I€ an agent's mental conditions do not match the 

mental 'list', she is simply not negligent (and so liability could not be imposed for 

negligence), regardless of how we would characterize her (external) conduct. 

There are other concerns about the list being sufficient An agent's conduct might, by 

all accounts, be undertaken in a 'normally safe' manner, though perhaps through bad 

luck or no fault of his own harm results. For example, someone driving in a safe manner 

(that is, in an 'externally' and 'objectively' ssafe manner, according to the standard 'rules 

of the road') might be temporarily 'lost in thought' or momentarily inattentive and be 

implicated in causing harm at that very point time. Edgemn refers to cases such as 

these, in which the agent's state of mind is not supposed to be the actual cause of harm, 

as ones of 'pure coinciden~e.'~ The central point here is that mental state accounts of 

negligence might lead to the imposition of liability in cases where nothing unsafe or 



unreasonable about an agent's (external) conduct was the real cause of harm. The 

relation between causing harm and being in an inadvertent or indiff'nt m e  of mtd 

(the former of which is supposed to be faidy common) might be a parely contingent one. 

There are, however, a number of probIelll~ with mixing a conceptual argument with 

one that is organized around concerns about liability. Some of these problems are quite 

general, and involve the connection between negligence and liability; others are more 

specific. It is not clear that each of the cases to which Edgerton refers (in the above 

quote) must be one of negligence, or one for which the agent is not liable. It also seems 

that the subjective position might be cladfied or ~eforrnulated in a way that makes at 

least some of the cases compatible with findings of negligence. 

It is not clear that being legally liable for something is essential to being negligent 

This is one general reason as to why it is problematic to bring - in any direct fashion - 

concerns about liability into a discussion of the concept of negligence. Neither the 

subjectivists nor the objectivists make an argument for a conceptual relation between 

negligence and liability' and it is doubtN that such a case could plausibly be made. There 

are obvious cases in which negligence is not necessary for liabiliy' many in the legal 

domain should fall easily outside the scope of whatever we mean by 'negligence.' It is 

also possible to imagine cases in which negligence is not d c i e n t  for liability. Perhaps 

one's inadvertence or unreasonably risky conduct does not result in actual harm, or it 

results in actaal ham that is of no legal (criminal or civil) concern; the interest which the 

harm affects might sit outside the domain of legal 'objects' with which the law is 



concerned. If negligence is the kind of concept which has extra-Iegal applfcations, there 

will be cases in which it is true that an agent is aegligent and false that he is legally liable 

for something. 

It is not clear, then, that subjective claims about the concept of negligence must mtuil 

any particdar conclusions about liability at all. The entailment could not simply be 

conceptual or analytic. It is also unlikely to Mow h m  simple, agreed upon premises 

about liability which tell us precisely how to identify a case that ought to be subject to 

criminal liability. There is disagreement at both ends: about what negligence is, and about 

the conditions that must obtain in order for a case to be f a y  subject to cdminal liability. 

This makes it especiany hard to motivate our intuitions about the concept of negligence 

with substantive claims about liability. 

Salmond and Austin do not argue that negligence is a state of mind und that such a 

state is sufEcient by itself for being beld liable. Their primary concern is to show how the 

concept identifies something that fits but one requirement (the mens reu one) among 

others in a traditional scheme for imposing criminal liability. Salmond might reasonably 

claim that one is liable for indifference only if it is causally related to an actus reus. A 

class of indiffmnt or inadvertent minds would compose the extension of the concept of 

negligence, but not every member of that class would also be subject to aiminal 

sanctions. 

The point about mental states coinciding with, but not causing, an incidence of harm 

is a separate issue. If it creates problems, they are not specific to a mental state analysis 



of negligence. An agent B might intend to kill C. and form the most elaborate plans to do 

so. Bm if he mns C down uccidentally with his car, it seems clear that he is not liable for 

murder.6 What is mole. we would not excuse such a case b m  liability by adjusting our 

analysis of the concept of intention. We would likely adopt Merent ~ m i s e s  about 

liability ad the mlation betweea agents a d  criminally-%levant hams. 

Bdnging concerns about liabitity into the conceptual debate about negligence is also 

problematic for more specific reasons as well. Edgerton is concerned to present some 

possible cases of 'd negligence (involving mmuonably rislry behavior) that have a 

wide variety of mental causes or constituents, not all of which could be accounted for 

along subjective lines. These are also supposed to be cases in which we think it is fairly 

obvious that an agent should not be excused Erom liability, or that the type of (mental or 

character) 'defect' in question is not one that should excuse the agent. The end zesult is 

supposed m be a general incompatibility between the cases mentioned by Edgerton and 

being liable for negligence (as the subjective theses would explicate the notion of 

negligence). The cases are thus supposed to zepnesent counterexamples to a subjective 

thesis. 

It is not clear, though. that agents would escape liability in every type of case to 

which Edgerton refers, even if some of them might not fall within the (subjective) 

extension of negligence. For example. an agent might lack self-control md act 

Duff discusses this sort d problem, though be does so specifi.cally in relation to problems that arise in 
discwsing the notion of intentianal action, See RA M, Intention, Agency and Crininal Liability, 
c b a p t e r ~ .  



intentionally d be liable for what he does. 'Z~~IS, some of the cases need not suggest 

c k  countaexamples to the subjective thesis. Not ail of them represent clear-cut cases 

in which substantive concerns about liabj.Iity (or being excused from liability) can be used 

to motivate our intuitions about what the concept of llegligence should or shodd not 

cover. 

It also seems possible that an agent could be temporarily deficient in a number of 

mental respects (in memory, obsemtion. foresight, or judgment, for example) und be 

inadvertent or indiffant at the same time. A general distinction might be invoked 

between terms that rqer directly to states of mind (i.e. 'pain' and 'pleasure' might be 

taken be taken as labels for a distinct types of mental states), and those which say 

something about or &scribe an agent's miDd If the distinction holds. it is possible that 

'inadvertence' could behave as the kind of term which expresses something about an 

agent's mind, without also thinlring that it refers to a state of mind. It can be true that 'X 

acted inadvertently' in virtue of her state of mind (i.e.. she is not paying attention to 

some things), without this entailing that inadvertence just is a state of mind. or that 

'inadvertence' refers to a mental state. 

A similar analysis might be offered of many terns or statements that are supposed to 

indicate mental deficiencies. The statement 'he forgot or failed to notice P' might be 

taken to identify a mind that is, on some occasion, deficient in memory or observation. 

Yet it seems to indicate this more by giving a description of a mind or event than by 

identifying the literal contents of an agent's state of mind. I can only forget or fail to 



obse~e P (or be deficient in memory or observation with respect to P) if I am actually 

thinking about or noticing other things, say Q. In chis way, it seem that an agent's 

actual states of mind might be compatible with her exhibiting a number of mental 

deficiencies. This would mean that exhibiting some deficiencies is m y  compatible with 

being liable for negligence in some of the cases to which Edgerton refers. Again, there is 

no straighdorward comterexampIe to the subjective view of negligence. 

One clear point of disagreement, stated in term of liddig?, between Terry and 

Edgerton on one hand, and the subpCtivists on the other, could be drawn out by asking 

this: if an agent endangers others substantially and mjustihbly, because he intends or 

desires to do so, is this a case in which he might, i€ harm results, be liable for negligence? 

Subjectivists would say 'no': given the way in which the agent is mentally related to his 

own actions, the case would not be one in which liability for negligence is possible. 

Objectivists argue that facts about the agent's state of mind, or about the mental relation 

that obtains between the agent and his own conduct, are not relevant in deciding if he is 

liable for negligence. No particular mental 'attainment' or state is supposed to preclude 

liability for negligence. Objectivists include such a claim in the negative formulation of 

their position, and their positive thesis, to which I will tun in the next section, seems to 

encompass it - if only MfheasWly -as well. 

3.4 ThL Positive Thesis: Negligence is Unreasonably Risky Conduct 

The negative thesis comprises attempts to spell out why negligence is not a state of 

mind. In short, the positive thesis says that negligence is a type of conduct, the essence 



of which is that it is 'un~easonabIy dSLy or dangerous.' me positions that Teny and 

Edgerton adopt hinge on claims of the following sort: 

(P2.1) "Negligence is conduct which imolves an onreasonably great cisL of causing 
damage.'" 

(P2.2) 'Negligence is i s o n a b l y  dangerous conduct - i.e., conduct abnormally 
likely to came harm.** 

In the context of the traditional debate, a 'type of conduct' is taken to be an objective 

phenomenon in several respects. For one, it does not exist in the private mental life of an 

agent It consists in what the agent d a s ,  in how h e  actually relatrs himself to others and 

the world through his actions. Even if the nlation must be a type of 'unreasonable' one 

for it to qualify as negligence, this is not supposed to be a result of how the agent thinks 

or feels about his conduct. 

Second, unreasonably risLy conduct is taken to be the kind of thing that issues from 

mental causes; it represents the (objective) effects of those causes. Another way of 

formulating the objective position is, then, to say that we can identify and assess what an 

agent docs apart 6rom any knowledge about his actual reasons, motives, desires, etc., in 

doing it. Tbe central tenet of a strong objective position would be that no mental state, 

occurrence, property, capacity, or 'shortcoming' is relevant to the definition of 

negligence. 

Teny. "Negligence," 40. 

* Edgerton. "Negligeace, Inad~e~te~lce, and M85erence," 852 



There are, however, a number of difEculties with the positive objective thesis as it k 

expressed in such a strong form. It is not clear that a claim such as P2.1 or P2.2 is 

narrow or refined enough to give us a proper handle on negligence; it is unlkly that 

either pmposition could be used to identifv a class of events that composed only the 

extension of negligence. The objective thesis also implies that negligence is not logically 

incompatible with forms of action that are, for example, willfal, intentional, knowing, 

purposefal, or chosen. Although objectivists think that mental 'shortcomings' or 

'deficiencies' are likely the cause of negligent behavior, they are not included as part of 

the definition of negligence. This m a k  it di!lkult to say that negligence can be 

associated with a particdar kind or level of blama I will explore these critical avenues m 

the following sections, and then give a summary of the main virtues and drawbacks of 

the strong objective theory. 

3.4.1 Unreasonable Risks and Dangers 

Each of P2.1 and P22 aies to give a more specific account of the general proposition 

(PZ) that negligence is a type of conduct. The key notion by which negligence is 

positively &fined is that of conduct being 'unreasonably risky'. Together, the concepts 

of 'risk' and 'unreasonableness' add in several ways to the sense in which negligence is 

supposed to be objective. 

'RiskT is generally taken to connote potential or actual danger to intefem of some 

kind. An agent need not be aware of the fact that his conduct is risky, or that he is 

putting certain interests in danger, in order for the concept of risk to have application, 



Shdady, he need not know that the risks are 'wu~asodle '  for them to be so? The 

notion of conduct being 'muwuonabIy risky' suggests, then, that negligent conduct can 

be identifled apart h m  considerations about the particular coasciot~sness of an agent 

whose conduct it is. 'Ibis might be one of tbe intuitive benefits of defining negligence m 

terms of concepts like 'risk' and 'plveasonable': they underscore the extent to which at 

leas? some of the fdty  or blameworthy aspects of negligent conduct are not ones that 

originate in how an agent thinks or feels about what he is doing. 

There is, however, some question as to whether objectivists speak narrowly enough 

about the type of and interests that might be essential to negligence. As well, their 

characterization of what makes risky conduct 'unreasonable' might not be strong enough 

to c a p e  what we intuitively think negligence involves. 

Without fbrthet qualification. it is likely that either version of P2 would identify too 

large and disparate a class of cases to represent a convincing analysis of negligence. It 

would at least be necessary to give a mote detailed account of the sort of risks and 

interests that are central to negligence. Ohemwise, the properties which are allegedly 

essential might be instantiaced in a form which, by all accounts, would not count as an 

example of negligence. 

The standard interpretation d what it is for risLs D be 'umasmabk' is hat they are mt oaes that a 
'reasouable person' would have taken or ueated in tbe same situation. Tbe latter notion is almihtedly a 
rather vague if substantial one- Legal refereaces to tbe 'reaSOOab1e person' generally stand proxy fm 
some sense of what is appropriate in a certain situation, based on a rather minimal grasp of the 
overriding prudentid, moral, or legal reasoas for following one course of action and not anorher. 



Consider a trivial example. Imagine that during a game of high-stakes blackjack one 

player elects to receive another card with a score of twenty aiready in his hand By any 

standards, this would be arue~sombly dslry. lhe player would cenainly be m danger of 

incurring some fhmcial loss. Although the conduct is both unreasonable and rislry, the 

interests and dangers which are at stake in such a context do not seem to be ones that 

are essential to negligence. It seems that a narrower domain of risks and interests is M y  

what the objective theorists have in mind, and this would have to be drawn out in greater 

detail in order to make more explicit the nature of negligence. 

There are also concerns about the range of considerations that might be relevant in 

determining if risLy conduct is 'umeasonable' or nor One way in which Edgerton 

attempts to clarify the meaning of the phrase 'untea~onably dangerous conduct' is by 

suggesting that it is ". . .ie., conduct abnomally likely to cause harm."10 Yet surely such 

a proposal is neither sufficient for understanding negligence nor for grasping what it 

means for &Icy conduct to be '~mnreasonable.' What is unreasonable about a particular 

course of risky conduct cannot just be the siae of the risks alone, or the likelihood that 

actual. grave harm will ensue. The umasonab1eness must pertain more to the absence of 

good reasons or justifling aim than to the size of risks or to the probability that certain 

harms will occur. 

Considet for example the difference between heroic and foolhardy conduct. (Perhaps 

cases of negligence and foolhardiness could overlap, but we can assume that no case of 



hemism - even if it fails and no matter what the risk are - is one of negligence.) Either 

form of conduct rnight include actions that are 'abnocmally likely to cause harm,' in the 

sense that it is Jike1y to fsil and to result in serious harm. Bat a hero bas good reasons for 

doing what she does, even if she fbih to appceciate both the   lea sons and the risks while 

acting. Even if a mother loses her own life and foils to save that of her drowning child, 

her actions do not become untea~onabie or foolhardy becaase of the great cisks involved 

or the actual harm that wults. Evidently, her conduct was ‘abnormally M y  to cause 

harm' (i.e. her own death). Nonetheless. even failed heroic attempts are not cases of 

negligence or instances of risky conduct that is unreasonable. 

Just as the objective theorist would have to give a more specific account of the type 

of risks involved in negligent activity, he would also have to give a fuller p i c e  of what 

makes negligent conduct 'unrea~onable.'~~ It is not simply that negligent behavior is 

abnormally likely to cause ham; other considerations sem relevant to predications of 

negligence. They include: the type and 'weight' of interests involved; whether or not the 

agent bears any special (duMd) relation to others and the interests at stake in a 

particular matter; and the likelihood of alternative (non- or less-harmful) courses of 

action. For example, what constitutes negligence in the context of a parent-child relation 

would not usually be the same in a more impersonal setting. In order to account for the 

difference, an explanation of what malres risks ' u ~ o n a b l e '  would have to encompass 

l1 Teny Qes note a number d important f a w ~  snd relations in determining if a particular risk is 
unteasonable (Teny, "Negligence," 4244). Yet be gives a ratber narrow account of what sort of things 
might be relevant in assessing tbe 'utility' of a risk 



a fairly substantial (or substantive) understanding of the practical masoning of agents, 

and go beyond a simple calcdus of the probability of harm in a particular come of 

events. 

3.4.2 Intentional Risking and Eirdrurgermg 

A amber of concerns about P2.1 or P2.2 might, then, arise in response to how the 

notion of ' ~ o n a b 1 y  cisky conduct' is characterized. If the charactexization is too 

broad, it may not yield an intuitively plausible account of negligence. A second type of 

concern would bear mote directly on the debate between subjectivists and objectivists. It 

would involve asking whether even a narrow construal of the objective thesis would 

yield an adequate conception of negligence. 

The question that most ccleady divides objectivists from subjectivists is perhaps this: 

can considerations about an agent's state of mind be absent from a definition of 

negligence altogether? Objectivists convincingly argue that engaging in ' ~ o n a b 1 y  

risky conduct' is not something that requires, or says, anything about the particular state 

of an agent's niind. Their argument is supported by general considerations about what is 

required to predicate 'unreasonable riskiness' of an agent's conduct It would not require 

that we attend to what the agent himself thought or felt about his conduct. The most 

important questions are about whether substantial risks are created by the conduct, and if 

there are possible justifying neasons for them. 

The claim about an agent's actual states of mind being irrelevant to predications of 

negligence should be distinguished from any more general ones about the mental 



capacity of an agent to assess his own conduct in certain teuns. It seems almost trivial 

that having the general mental capacity to identify and assess one's actions in certain 

terms is a prereqPisite for being aegligent It is likely that it must be generally possible 

for an agent apliciry to grasp a pmpositioa to the effect that his or her conduct is 

~uuea~onable risky, for him or her to be guilty of aegIigence. 

Mental facts do play a role in telling us what an appropriate subject would look lilre 

for predicates such as 'was negligent' or 'was unreasonably dcy ' ;  this explains why only 

certain subjects are open to having negligence predicated of them or their actions. We do 

not, for example, usually think that cats or computers are suitable candidates. If one's cat 

happens across an inherently dangerous situation. there is no way for it to respond in a 

way that is either negligent or non-negligent Computers and cats lack the requisite 

m e n d  capacity for appreciating what might be at stake in a particular matter, and for 

responding appropriately on the basis of such an appreciation In a broad sense. mental 

facts about an agent are relevant in predicating negligence, even given a traditional 

objective account of the concept. 

The main thread of the obNtive position is the more narrow claim that engaging m 

unreasonably risky conduct is not something that requifes that an agent's mental 

capacities be eqdicitly used in any one way, or instantiated in any particular type of 

mental state, on a particular occasion. Given that negligence is fixed in terns of 

'unreasonably dsLy conduct,' the definition of negligence is not one that entitIes us to 

any inferences about the state of mind of agent whose conduct is negligent. This rnight 



be problematic for several reasons: it likely poses a dhxt challenge to some of our basic 

thought about what negligence involves; it might also disrupt the work that the concept 

of negligence is supposed to do in marking some important distinctions in culpability. 

Despite their apparent hostility to the idea that mental states are relevant to 

negligence, objectivists like Edgerton are perhaps at best ambivalent about the prospect 

of negligence being m y  intended. Wiofu, or desired. On one hand, the strong objective 

position seems to be that no true statement about an agent's mental states is either 

necessary or sufficient to wanant or to defet an ascription 

other hand, the mental 'cause' of negligence is quite 

'shortcoming' on the part of the agent Consider for example 

Edgerton's articIe: 

of negligence. Yet, on the 

fkquently pictured as a 

the following passage from 

While negligence does not involve always the same mental shortcoming, it 
probably always involves some mental shortcoming ... But, though some mental 
shortcoming or other, of desire or capacity, must be present or a negligent act 
would not occur, to prove the shortcoming does not prove the plaintiff's case. If A 
is a good lawyer, he must have studied law; but proving the study does not 
conclosively prove the skill, and the skill may be proved without proving the study. 
Just so, if A has acted negligently, he must have fallen below nonnal in some 
mental respect; but proving his mental shortcoming does not prove the negligence, 
and the negligence may be proved without proving the mental shortcoming.12 

Edgerton appamt!y tempers the strength of his position by positing a dation 

between acting negligently and falling 'below normal in some mental respect.' There 

might, however, be some general confusion about the kind of thing that a mental 

shortcoming is. Edgerton seems to have a very broad notion in mind, the basic import of 

l2 EdgeRoo, uNeglig~ce, laadvertence, and Indifference," 858. 



which is pedmps this: the notion of a mental shortcoming is not neducib1e to any qeaffic 

criteria about m ~ I m  states of miad Even i€ mental shortcomings are - in some sense 

- important for negligence, there are no specific criteria for occurrent states of mind that 

are ~le1evant to the meaning of negligence. Tbe sense in which a mental shortcoming is 

important is Iargely cawd and not conceptual. Terry wants mental causes to be sharply 

distinguished horn their negligent effiects;l3 Edgerton proposes that mental shomomings 

are what pmducc negligent acts.'* In any case, 'negligence' is supposed to characterize a 

type of conduct and its effects in isolation from whatever their cause may be. 

In short, a number of ideas or claims keep considerations about an agent's state of 

mind out of the definition of negligence offered by objectivists They might be expressed 

as follows: (i) no type of occurrent mental state is either necessary or suflicient to 

warrant or to defeat an ascription of negligence; (ii) it is generally true that mental 

shortcomings are what cause or produce negligence; (ii) the negligence, however, is 

conceptually confined to the effects of mental shortcomings; (iv) such that negligence 

exists just in case those effects are umeasonably risky or dangerous. 

Some conceptual memations about the strength of the objective thesis might be 

derived h m  the sort of intuitions to which the subjectivists originally catered. These are 

about the kind of mental dation in which a negligent agent should stand to his conduct 

in order to qualify as 'negligent' in the first place. The objective thesis implies that there 

l3 Terry, "Negligence," 41. 

I4 Edgerton, "Negligeam, Inad"- and Indiffkmmce," 856. 



is nothing conceptual about the nlation between inadvertence or indifference (or any 

other putative mental state) on one hand, and negligence on the other. Then is nothing 

in the concept of negligence itself which says anything about what an agent can or 

cannot 'have in mind' while engaging in unreasonably risky conduck 

Suppose, though, that an agent sets oat with the explicit intention or aim in miad of 

bringing about dsks that he knows to be unreasonably xislry. and that he knows will 

likely result in serious harm to others. The main question is: are all instances of 

unreasonably risky conduct ones of negligence, given that the conduct can arise hm, or 

coexist with, many different types of agency? If there is any intuitive support for the idea 

that certain fonns of agency cannot be ones of negligence, this wiU be enough to cast 

doubt on the proposition that urnonably risky conduct is always negligent conduct 

If some of our intuitions about the possible mental connotations of negligenoe are 

correct, a detintion of the concept should likely support inferences that would (given 

any true pdication of negligence) rule out certain states of mind as possibilities. This 

need not imply any positive claims about which type of mental state would have to be 

present for negligence to exist. The inferences woaM be ones of a negative sort, to the 

effect that if an agent conducts hemif negligently, we know that it is not part of her 

explicit mental intent to put others at risk; endangering others is not something that she 

sets out or 'has in mind' to do. 

A true predication of negligence would, then, at least express something about the 

mental elation in which an agent docs not s t .  to the conduct for which she is to 



blame- Moreover, if the logic of a term like 'inadvertently' is taken to be more 

descriptive 6-e. it does not refer to one distinct type of mental state, as sections 23.1 and 

3.33 argued), it couid operate as part of the dkjhiens of negligence by mliag out certain 

fonns of explicitly intentional agency. 

Without making considerations about an agent's state of mind relevant at alI, it 

would also be difkuit to think that the meaning of negligence is capable of madring 

some important distinctions in culpability. It is not hard to imagine two fairly similar 

cases which are equally 'w and 'unreasonable.' One of the two scenarios might be 

entirely the result of what an agent deliberately set out to do, that is, to create a situation 

in which others were Wrely to be harmed. The other one might involve b o ~  fide 

inadve~ence or some carelessness or inattention on the part of the agent If these 

differences are important in sorting out the type or degree of an agent's culpability, they 

are not ones to which we will have access with an objective account of the concept of 

negligence. 

In focusing on the production of actual hamr or risk (and its 'unreasonableness'). 

objectivists do make it considerably easier to entertain the idea of a conceptual relation 

between negligence and culpability- It might be treated as part of the meaning of 

'negligence' that negligent conduct is a species of blameworthy conduct, precisely 

because it is, by definition. utll~asonab1y rise or dangerous. What the ob+tivisa 

would, though, have trouble maJring good sense of is the possibility that negligence 

might suggest a unique kind or category of blame. Again, if there is a culpable difference 



between putting others at risk inadvertently and doing it intentionally, it is not one that 

can be expressed with the concept of negligence, given that the objective thesis is tme.ls 

Some important distinctions wilt thus main outside the p d e w  of the concept of 

=we=- 

3.5 Conclusion 

The virtues of an objective theory of negligence are simple and several. In effecf 

Terry and Edgerton point out a number of problems that arise from seeing only a 

contingent relation between the concept of negligence and the production of actual harm 

or risk. The alternative they present is to locate the essence of negligence quite squarely 

in the risky or hanaful actions through which a negligent agent actually relates himself to 

others. 'Negligence' identifies a type of conduct, the main ingredients of which can be 

recognized and evaluated apart from considerations about the precise nature of an 

agent's conscious relation to them. This also suggests that there are culpable aspects 

about negligent conduct which exist outside of the contents of the agent's own mind. 

The objective thesis encounters difficulties to the extent that it divests the actual 

relations and conduct of a negligent agent of some important mental qualities. The 

objective definition does not allow us to conclude that any instance of negligence is not 

deliberateIy pursued by an agent. Tbis might create some conceptual discomfort. It may 

l5 It is not that any bit of negligent conduct wodd be less culpable than al l  otba folms of culpable 
conduct, Rather, it is ahat, ceteris poribus, if the "same' criminal act can be done negligently as well as 
intentionally, it will always be less blamewmthy if done negtigently tban if it wefe done intentionally. 
The qulllification is important because a negligent homicide, for example, would normally be far more 
culpable than w d d ,  say, any intentional tbeft 



also =move the means with whifb to express important distinctions in culpability, based 

on the mental relation an agent bears to his own dslry conduct. 

Ih chapter 4, I will focus on contempomy theories of negligence which attempt to 

combine the most salient and convincing aspects of the traditional accounts. while 

overroming the QtticPties of each. They attempt to do this primarily by chiming that 

negligence is type of culpability, one which includes traditional 'subjective' and 

'objective' elements as well as more relational properties between them. 



CHAETER FOUR - CONTEMPORARY THEORIES OF NEGLIGENCE: HART 

AM) TEIE 'CAPACrPlES TEEESIS' 

41 Introduction 

The previws chapters examined two basic sorts of claims about the nature of 

negligence. The first claim (Pl) said that negligence is a subpCtive, mental phenomenon, 

along the lines of an occurrent mental state. The other (El) suggested that negligence is 

a pmly objective aspect of an agent's conduct, and that it in no way implies anything 

about the agent's mental states. 

The mental theories offer a rather 'narrow' account of the concept of negligence. 

They seem to be motivated hugely by onhodox beliefs about what it takes to bring a 

particular type of case within the ambit of criminal concern. The main emphasis is on 

locating a subjective, mental basis for the attribution of criminal fault. The negligent, 

mental elements in the type of case with which we are concerned are thus identifiwl as 

subjective states of inadvertence or indifference. 

An analysis of negligence along the lines of P1 often encourages a sceptical response 

of the sort suggested by Turner, and elsewhere by Jerome H~L' Their main question is: 

if by 'negligeace' we simply mean inadvertence, how is thar the kind of mental thing on 

which we can pRdicate criminal fault? The problem seems particularly acute if we 

consider inadvertence in relation to less contcovetsial, paradigm cases of criminal fault, 

where wrong-doing is clearly intended or foreseen by an agent The difference is not 

Jerome W, "Negligent Behavia Should Be Excluded hw Penal Liability.'' fitumbia hw R a w  
Vol. LMlI (1%3), 632-644. 



simply one of degree: in itself, inadvertence or inmetewe does not seem to be of the 

same cvlpaMy mental kind as is explicitly intending to do wrong, or being conscious of 

the fact that one might mjllstifialy harm others. Something in the actuul content of the 

latter mental experiences seems moxe amenable to fhibg that a 'guilty mind' has 

authored a criminal act, 

One way of countering Turner's brand of scepticism is to opt for a diffetent account 

of what 'negligence' means, along the lines ofP2. Advocates of the view that negligence 

is a type of conduct reduce negligence to the (objective) fact that unjustifiable rkks are 

created by an agent, regatdless of his state of mind while doing so. This is supposed to 

provide a ikm culpable basis on which to predicate legal fault. even if it fails to mark 

fine-grained distinctions in the exact type or degree of fault incarred. 

In the present chapter, I will explore another line of dissent from traditional subjective 

theories of negligence in general, and from scepticism about negligence being a 

reasonable thing on which to predicate cciminal fault in particular. I will focus specifically 

on some of H.L.A. Hart's w o k 2  He not only offers a different, more complex analysis 

of negligence; he also suggests a new set of questions and distinctions around which to 

organize our thinking about negligence and its relation to mew reu, criminal liability, and 

responsible agency. 

' Ibe discussion will center primarily 00 Hart's seminal article "Negligence, Meas Re& and Criminal 
Responslity," Punishment and Respu~~cibiIity: &says in the Philosophy of Law (Oxfwd- Clarendon 
Press, lW), 136-157, Ocher tbemes and ideas related to tbe topic of crlmioal respomiiility appear 
throughout Punishment and Responsibility, and also in tbe Postctipt, 210-230.1 will also relahe EIaKs 
ideas to the work of other tbeocists who would b in sympathy with m ' s  work. Roughly, t h e  would 
likely include George Fletcher, Hyman Gross, RA. DufF, hlbony Kenny, Alan White, Brenda Baker, 
Christine Sistare, and orbers. 



A general way of encapdating a shitt m theorizing about aegligence is to say that 

most contemporary theorists consciously avoid organizing their work around the 

question: is negligence a subjective or an o b w v e  basis for liability? More predominant 

is the idea that negligence is constituted by an agent's failure to meet a standard of 

conduct or care, and that such a failure is inherently blamewotthy. Many contemporary 

theorists thus subscnk to the general proposition (P3) that negligence is a type or fona 

of culpable behavior. The important analytical questions are more like these: What is it 

that is culpable about an agent's failme to meet a standard of care? How is it  aso on able 

to blame an agent and hold him responsible for such a failure, if it is unwitting or 

inadvertent? 

I will first explore Hart's response to the second question, focusing on two things m 

particular: on Han's analysis of the concept of negligence; and on some of the general 

ideas about criminal responsibility and rnens rea in which his analysis of negligence is 

situated. The two points are closely related Hart xejects traditional subjective accounts 

of negligence largely because he rejects the underlying pic- of criminal agency and 

criminal responsibility to which those traditional analyses are supposed to be suited. He 

argues that an analysis of the concept of negligence should include a basic place for the 

notion of an agent's capacities, as well as some understanding of how they are normally 

related to responsibility, control, and compliance with standads of conduct 

In section 4.2, I wiU introduce some of the broad shifts initiated by Hart in theorizing 

about control and responsibility in criminal law. I will then look more closely at some of 



the key concepts and distinctions that are part of that shat. and show how they help to 

make questions about ~ponsiiility and colpabiity mom explicit in an analysis of 

negligence. 

4.2 Respollsl'bility and Control 

hplicit in Elaa's analysis of negligence are the grounds for a much wider rejection of 

traditional. 'orthodox' models of criminal responsibility and interpretations of the mens 

rea doctdne- What Hart and other contemporary theorists ~ject is an overly mental 

picture of the nature of responsibility, spdicaIly as it pectains to ceiminal fault and 

liability- Their main point of dissent is fiom the general idea that only certain aware types 

of occurrent mental states (states of knowledge or foresight) ate relevant in determining 

the things over which an agent has fair control. and for which he is responsible. Hart 

rejects the paradigm on the grounds that it rests on false conclusions about the way m 

which the mind is relevant to &terminations of responsibility. He also denies that the 

only or the main fimction of the mens rea requirement is to pick out certain aware states 

of mind on which to pcedicate cdminal fauk 

The kind of 'subjectivism' that is fkquently targeted by Hart and other contemporary 

theorists is exempMd in one of Turner's arguments. Recall that Turner makes the 

following sort of argument about negligence. First, he argues (or presupposes) that murr 

rea requires a subjective element of o certain kind, and that imposing criminal liability 

quires mens rea. He then argues that, although negligence is subjective in nature (a 

state of mind), it is not the right kind of subjective thing (a state of knowledge or 



foresight) to count as nrau rca Therefore, negligence is not the kind of thing in virtue of 

which it is appropriate to hold an agent fdminslly ~sponsible and impose liability. The 

argument takes premises about the nattue of aimird liability, mens rea, and negligence, 

and from them generates conc1usions that show why ne!gligence should be excluded from 

the domain of c r im id  liability. Tumer argues that an agent must have had 'the idea of 

harm in mind' to be guilty of certain offenses? In pdnciple. negligence will neither saffice 

as a legitimate form of nrmr rea nor, then, as a proper gmund of aimiaal liability. 

The main idea - or set of ideas - that Hart and other theorists want to xeject might be 

s u m m a  with a serEes of claims. Tmer's argument suggests the following picture of 

criminal responsibility: 

An agent is respomibfe for an act deemed 'criminal' only if: (1) the right kind of 
relation obtains between his mental state(s) and his actions; (2) the relation is 'of the 
right kind' just in case it is one of conrol; (3) control is possible only if the agent has 
knowkdge or f d g h t  of the criminally-relevant aspects of his actions andor their 
consequences. 

The claim explicates responsibility in tenns of control, and control in terns of actual 

states of knowledge or foresight. An agent is responsible only in those cases in which he 

knows or foresees certain things about his actions andlor their consequences. A 

paradigm instance of such a 'mentally controlling relation' is normally one in which an 

agent's actions are preceded by conscious choices. intentions. desires, or foresight: these 

' J.W.C. Turner, Ibe Mental Element in Crimes at common Law," in The Modcm Approach to 
Criminal Lmu (London: MacMillan and Co. 1948) ed. by L Radzioowicz and J.W.C. Turner, 228; Hart, 
"Negligence, Mem Rea, and Crimiaal Responsr'bility," 145. 



are the kinds of seff-conscious mental states that are most pertinent to respr,nsible 

agency.' 

Hart and others do not deny that highly explicit forms of thought and action - 

sigaified by the presence of conscious choices, intentions, self'ttscious desires, or clear 

foresight - represent an accepted paradigm for the exercise of cesponsible agency. They 

resist the idea that only such (and every such) explicit forms of action are instances of 

responsible agency: In other words, they object to setting inberent conceprwl limits on 

the concept of responsibility by making knowledge or foresight an essential cdterion of 

responsible agency. As Hart puts it in plain terms: 

... there is nothing to compel us to say 'He could not have helped it' in all cases 
where a man omits to think about or examine the situation in which he acts and harm 
resalts which he has not foreseen .... Only a theory that mental operations like 
attending to, or thinking about, or examining a situation are somehow 'either there or 
not there,' and so utterly outside our control, can lead to the theory that we are never 
responsible 8, like the signalman who forgets to pull the signal, we fail to think or 
rememberO6 

Chris* S&ue ebaraQerta tbe model o f ~ i t y  which Cams the 'target' for many dissenting 
claims as a 'cboice' or 'cognitive' one: 

The cognitive model embodies the traditional a oRbodox view of criminal respansibirlity' i.e, d 
respom'bility as requisite for criminal liability* The perspective s h e w s  the centrality of subjective 
mental states, typically focusing on intentions and foresight of a#rsequences* Tbe agent's actual 
knowledge of pestinent matters is also an impoctant element of individual responsir'bility as coaceived 
by the cognitivists. Tbese heorists hold that criminal liability is acceptable only where there is a 
personal commitment to d u c t ,  as evidend by tbe peseace of tbe relevant mental states. 
Ccmscious choice serves as the paradigm of such commitment fa the cognitivist view, and 'choice' is 
a key conoept in the model, Liability for negligence, in particular, is eschewed by fhe oognitivists 
because the negligent agent's k k  of awareness precludes choice o€ wrongfid conduct. [Sistace' 
Re~por~~ibilify and C r i h i ~ l  Liabiliv (Boston: Kluwet Academic Publisbets, 1989), 191. 

% the first severat chapten of A 27&?0ry of Crirninor Justice (New Yalc Oxford University Resg 
1979), Hyman Gross develops a number o€ similar objedioas in response to tcaditiollzil 'mentalism' in 
abniaal law, For example, see in particular tbe objections wbich are develaped at p. 90-98. 

Ash "Negligence, Me= Rea. and C h n i d  Respoll~~ity," 150-51. 



Hart argues that the general capmities and opponwities of an agent are central to 

the concept of responsibility. What an agent had a fair opportunity to do and was capable 

of doing = important matters in detamining ~ l l ~ f ' b i l i t y  on a particular occasion, 

Bringing into the open questions about an agent's general capacities and opportunities 

is part of the general shift in criminal theory that Hart, among others, might be credited 

with helping to effect7 It also helps to suggest a measure of continuity in the reasons for 

which we might blame intentional wrongdoers and negligent ones. Each is lesponsible 

and to b h e  for failing to use certain capacities aad exercise control - albeit perhaps in 

importantly diffe~ent ways - over his behavior. Some traditional critics of negligence 

liability, like Turner and EM, see only discontinuity among the two kinds of cases: there 

is nothing appropriately 'subjective' (meaning: 'present in the actual mental states') 

about the fault exhibited by a negligent agent8 He should therefore not be subject to 

criminal liability. 

In contrast, Hart argues that it is counterintuitive to think that we should excuse every 

instance of inadvertent, careless. or unthinking behavior simply because an agent does 

not explicitly 'mean' or intend to cause harm. h many everyday cases, we simply do not 

' George Fle&her develops a %mcy dauribotim' in relation to aiminal nqmsiibility that k roughly. 
sensitive to tbe same sorts conditions and ctiteria that &aft's emphasis on tbe 'capacities' of an agent 
suggests. See in particular Retches, Rethin&ing Cn'ntinol Lmv (Taronto: Little* Bmwa and Company. 
1978). chapter six. 

Note that even tbe traditional objective ibeorists, discussed in chapter three, w d d  see tbis kind ot 
subjective discontinuity iu tbe Linds a sources of 'mental Wt' exhibited by intentional and negligent 
wrong-doers, even if they might see continuity in tbe fat that crimiaal cooduct normally requires same 
kind of objective bam or risk, 



accept such things as 'bIanket' excpses? We think that agents do have some control not 

just over what they do, but also over what they are caxefbl about, notice, are sensitive to. 

or might think about or r e a k .  

Hart also argues that there is a subjective element in an agent's failme to exhibit 

certain kinds of mental focus @ke thinking about, noticing, attending to, or lealizing 

some things). It is just that the term 'subwve' has to be understood in relation to an 

enhanced, richer picture of an agent's mentat composition. The picture must include 

some notion of what an agent is mentally capable of doing, or has the potential to do, m 

virtue of possessing certain general capacities and being availed of fair opportunities to 

use them. An agent's failure to notice or Rolize certain things about her conduct can be 

considered 'subjective' in the sense that it involves a failure to use her mental capacities 

in a particular way. 

A broader picture of what a subjective failure might involve informs Hart's analysis of 

negligence in seved ways. Some of his initial remarks about negligence are formulated 

along these lines: 

(P3.1) An instance of negligence is one in which an agent 'fails to comply with a 
standard of conduct with which any msonable man could and would have 
complied.' lo 

- - 

Han "NegIigence, Mem Reo, and Criminal Respoosr'b'ity," 136. 

'O Ibid, 147-148. Note that as a claim about wbat negligence consists in, &e cclpim is likely too weak in 
at least two k y  ways. Frrst, it needs some memtion of harm or risk that is mated, a not avoided in 
failing to meet the standard (tbe faiture to meet tbe stan&rd will be identified as causally relevant to 
some imponant harm or risk). As aart farmdates the exslmple, it is fixed in tenns of an agent aczuafly 
breaking somethhg negligently. Secoad, tbe clnim would likely need to be supplemented by a tesaiction 
that would ensure that &Iibe~efdures to meet tbe standard fall outside the scope of negligence. Hart 
himself suggests this in the appended notes to Punislimcnt turd Respomibility, 259. 



In giving an analysis of what an agent 'could bave done,' Hart argw that we must make 

reference to the fxt that an agent possesses general capacities which might bave been 

used diftintly on some Occasion. The shat is toward explicating the concept of 

negligence in terms of ccrpudties and possible forms of control, and not simply in terms 

of actual states of miad or conduct. There is also a central place for s&r.  of conduct 

or cure in giving a definition of negligence. The concept of negligence is not simply 

taken to pick out certain aspects of an agent's conduct or mental states, that is, apart 

from concerns about how they are dated to an agent's failure to meet a certain 

standard. 

In the following sections, I will  explore in moce &tail the main concepts and 

distinctions that Hart wants to inject into the debate about negligence. The prirnary focus 

will be on the place that capacities (4.3.1) and standards of conduct (4.4) have in an 

analysis of the concept of negligence. In section 4.3.2, I will discuss the dation between 

negligence, responsibility, and and rea; in section 4.4, I will examine the link between 

culpability and standards of conduct 

4.3 Negligence and ihe Capacities lhesis 

4.3.1 Thc Capacities Thesis 

The topic of 'agent capacities' is broached by Hart from different angles. He relates 

the concept of capacity to nvnr rea, to mponsibility, to control, to concerns about what 

is 'subjective,' and to the meaning of negligence. Perhaps the main thrust of Haa's 

proposal about capacities develops along the following lines: 



'Iheze is, I think, mach to be said m mid-twentieth centmy m favor of extending 
the notion of 'mas' beyond the 'cognitive' element of knowledge or foresight, so as 
to include the capacities and power of n o d  persons to think about and control their 
conduct I would W o r e  ... include negligence in 'nrcnr rea' because ... it is 
essentially a fail- to exercise such 

Hart goes on to link negligence more specifically with considerations about nspoasibility 

and justice by saying this: 

... the substantial issue is not whether negligence should be called 'mens rea' ; the real 
issue is whether it is true that to admit negligence as a basis of cciminal zlesponsibility 
is eo ipso to eliminate from the conditions of criminal responsibility the subjective 
element which, according to modem conceptions of jus tice, the law should require.12 

Defining 'negligence' in terms of  an agent's failme to we certain capacities, and 

extending the scope of mns reu to incIude concerns about an agent's capacities 

(themselves taken to be 'subjective' elements), is one way of retaining negligence as a 

traditional (subjective) category of mens rea. 

One principal justification for analyzing nenr rco in this way, and broadening the 

scope of what we take to be 'subjective,' is the underlying idea that mens rea is 

essentially concerned with criteria for mponsible agency.* The main fbnction of the 

l3 George Fletcher suggests that w e  use nrru rea categories ~~)nnativeIy when we use them PO arcribe 
responsibility. The contrast is supped to be between a nonnative and a &smptive use of mens rea. 
The descriptive use is oae in which we outline a set of desaiptive coaditions or propositions regatding 
an agent's actual collditiolls of mind or agency, if those coaditions are met, mens rea is present. Tbe 
nonnative ti~nclioa is to ascribe i e s p o ~ s l i t y  in keeping with tbe uwkdying values rationale of a set 
of legai norms. (Fletcb, Rethiang Criminal Law, 396-401). By and large, many co~ltenrpaary 
theorists are mote seIf1cotlsc1*ous about tbe applicaticm of standards and norms in singling out instances 
of qmsi'bility and culpability. Yet pramably these staudards reflect a concern for certain specifiable 
types of conditions: i.e. what an agent might bave done, or how she might bave used bet capacities and 
exezcised conml, is re1evaut ta wbetber or not we asaibe cespolwity to bet. But I'm not sure tbat IW 
have to treat these as nomafive issues, and not ones that can be descriptively spelled out, in terms oC 
comtetfactual states of af-. Underlying tbe (nonnative) use of a amcept to B S Q ~ ~  reqnmsiity still 
seems to be a concern fa certain types of conditions a aiteria which we think the agent must meet. So 



menr rea q k r n e n t  is to ensure that an agent is geaaiaely mponsible for a criminal 

act and for Hatt, this does not simply reduce to picking oat certain awaie states of mind 

(states of knowledge or foresight) on which responsibility and cdminal fault can only be 

predicated. Hiut analyzes mpnsibility primarily in kms of an agent's ability to exercise 

different foms of control over several things: over her actions in particular, but also over 

at least some of her states of mind and mental ptocesses. The important poiat is that he 

makes an agent's normal capacities relevant to the possible form of control that are 

available to an agent " 

By 'normal capacities,' Hart has in mind things lk an agent's ability or potential to 

understand, to mason, to exercise self-control, as well as the "... ability to understand 

what conduct legal rules or morality requims. to deliberate and reach &&om 

concerning these requirements, and to conform to decisions when made."lS Examples of 

incapacity (albeit of different kinds) are suggested by insane persons, infants, agents who 

are physically unable to do certain things, as well as those "... who are c W y  unable to 

detect, or extricate themselves, from situations in which theit disability may work 

hann.d6 

the difference is more likely one about w k h  types of conditions ate reievant to criminal responsibiIity, 
and in virtue of which it is fair to impose liability. 

' 4 ~ ~ y , ~ a r y e s t b r t a s ~ t d i b e ~ 6 ~ i s r r s p o ~ e ~ o r ~  wiUimply,in virtue& 
the meaning of mqmsibiity, that an agent is in possessim of certain 'Ilonnal capacities,' @art, 
"Negligence, Me- Rea, and Crimhral Responsiity," 227). 

"mid., m. 



Following Hart, Christine S i s ~  argues that 'capacities' refer, broadly, to the 

background abilities and faCuIties wbich allow agents to originate 'meaningfd agency' 

and control their conduct. 

These aze the basic mental atxi physical capacities wbich aonnal adults enjoy and 
which are necemry to the meaningful control of conduct Specifically these central 
elements include the abilities to control bodily movements, to mason, to intend, to 
know and understand crucial facts, and to foresee consequenced' 

The key distinction that results fkom introducing the notion of 'capacities' is perhaps 

one between (a) the way in which an agent uses his capacities on a particular occasion, 

and (b) the fact that he possesses capacities of a general sort in the fmt place. A similar 

distinction might be expressed in terms of the difference between (a) what an agent 

actually does or thinks. and (b) what it is possible for him to do or think in virtue of the 

kind of potential and options he possesses. We might think, roughly, in terms of the 

difference between having the capacity to read and actually reading a book one 

evening." A related distinction also finds expression in temporal terms. The way an 

agent put his capacities to use at any one point in time is a different (though related) 

l7 Sistan, Respotuibility and Criminal Liability, 20. 
18 Tbe example is a simple one, and likely ohcues sonre of tbe potential complexity, if not ambiguity, 
wbich sunwnds tbe notion of 'capacities' and tbe distiactions wbich are cawed mund it. Tbe main 
point is just that what an agent actually Qes is not identical with what be is capable of doiag: actual 
reading is not tbe same thing as being able to red, tlrough the f m e r  does pmqqme the latter. 
Capacities ase h e  kind ofthing that may, as it were, lie 'doimant' aad p s i s t  thtougb time, even when 
they are not actually being used. Complicatious however, wben we begin to think about an ageat's 
character and tbe relations between different capadties and bow they might be developed over time. 
Some capacities seem to be more hrndamental than others: tbe ability to read is acquired, and develops 
out of more basic potential. Tbe relation between m t k s  and responsibility is likely complicated in a 
number of ways tbat I will not take up bere. 



matter h m  the fact that the agent has abilities, capacities, and potential that p n i s t  

through time. 

These distinctions - pimarily the one between what an agent actually does and what 

he is capable of doing - are important in several respects- For one, they pe used to 

explicate the concept of zesponsibility in a way that makes the notion of possiblc forms 

of control more central. They do so, secondly, in a way that is meant to challenge the 

place that occurrent mental states have in some traditional conceptions of criminal 

responsibility. Hart argues that if a psychological conception of things like desire, 

intention, and choice is to be used in explicating the meaning of respondbility, the 

analysis must include some understanding of what underlies an agent's acmd 

instantiation of mental and behavioral phenomena; invoking capacities is supposed to 

illuminate this dimension of agency. This is what we might call the standard capacities 

thesis: 

(CT) : The capacities that an agent has for thought and action in general, and, m 
particular, for things like reasoning, ceflection, moral and legal understanding, seK 
control, and for making evaluations and decisions and acting upon them, are relevant 
to the agent's being classed as a 'responsib1e' one in the first place, and to his being 
responsible for such-and-such on a particular occasion. 

Sista~e chanrcterizes the difference between being a responsible agent, and being 

responsible on a particub occasion, in terms of the difference between primary and 

imputative responsibility. An agent is potentially responsible for X just in case he 

possesses certain basic abilities and amibutes; this is the sense in which he is capable of 



p r i .  or 'potency' msponsibility." Given the possession (and perhaps minimal 

development of) certain capacities, an agent is, g e d y  speaking, cap& of responsible 

W=Y- 

Being imputatively nesponsible concerns the way in which an agent's general abilities 

are possibly used on a plutEcular occasion. Sistue suggests that we think of imputative 

responsibility in terms of the metaphors of 'being an author of conduct,' or 'owning' our 

actions. The main idea behind imputative ~sponsibility is that an agent is able to utilize 

his underlying potential or capacities in a way that constitutes actual 'ownership' or 

'authorship' of his conduct, on a particular occasion. ** 

Several types of considerations are relevant in determining if an agent is imputatively 

responsible (that is, actually responsible for something on a particular occasion). It is not 

just that one must be (1) causally responsible for an occurrence, and perhaps (2) be 

mentally related to that occurrence in some =levant way (where the  levant way' might 

be conceived in terms of the actual mental states of an agent). It must also be the case 

that (3) one had the relevant capacities and abilities "at the time of the conduct," as well 

as (4) a reasonable opportunity to exercise them. As Sistare suggests: 

...to be imputatively responsible the agent must have had the n o d  capacities for 
understanding the circumstances and the nature of his conduct and for foreseeing 
relevant consequences. And, finany, he must have had a reasonable opportunity to 
exercise all his capacities and abilities in an appropriate mannet" 

'O "Authorship a ownemhip of conduct is h e  actualilah'o11 of that underlying poceoaiality. 'Ibis is tbe 
sense in which one is respomiible fm events or states of aEairsn mid., 15). 



Those like Hart and S i s ~  who adhere to the capacities thesis will commonly add 

conditions (3) and (4) to what it mearrp to exercise meanin@ control and to be 

responsible, on a particdar occasion. Traditional conceptions of cesponsible criminal 

agency are supposed to be wrong ouly insofat as they represent incomplete pictures. 

Conditions (1) and (2) are not irrelevant to what it means to be responsible; they simply 

do not suggest a set of neumacy and sufficient conditions for the concept of ~lesponsible 

agency. The logical space occupied by the concept of responsibility is more aptLy 

characterized by conditions (1) through (4). 

Capacities theorists would chatactetize the relation between conditions (2). (3), and 

(4) in a way that encompasses the following possibilities. Actual knowledge or foresight 

of the consequences of one's actions - in general, grasping the significance of one's 

actions in explicit, correct terms or propositions - would neither be a sufficient nor a 

necessary condition of ~le~ponsible agency.= It would not be sufficient in cases where 

agents act under duress, out of necessity, or h m  various types of compulsion. An agent 

might foresee certain results, intend to produce them, and even succeed in doing so 

without being responsible for them. If he lacks meaningfbl choice or the opportunity to 

do othenvise, capacities theorists will commonly argue that he is excused from 

responsibility. 

At the other end of the spectrum, it is possible for agents who unthinkingly or 

inadvertently cause harm to be lresponsible. even though they may 

* An extended discussion of these points is given in Brenda M. Baker, "Ma 
Criminal Law Reform, Lmu and Philosophy 6 (1987), 70-79. 

have had no clear 

Rea, Negligence, and 



knowledge or foLleSight of the consequences (or significance) of their actions in causing 

the harm. Their responsibility would originate in the fact that they had the capacity and 

fair opportunity to do otherwise. The general point is that this is supposed to be a 

different point along the sume spectrum of respollsibiliiry. We do not have to invoke a 

special sense of '~spoasi'bility,' or of the phrase 'is responsible for,' in order to place at 

least some negligent hann-doers within the scope of what we mean by 'responsible.' 

4.3.2 Negligence, Respomiliily, and Mens Rea 

Hart argues that a different set of questions and distinctions is relevant in framing the 

problems which surround our theodzing about negligence and responsibility. 

Considerations about an agent's capacities and opportunities are meant to supplement, 

and to situate, the attention we give to an agent's actual conduct and psychological 

states. 

The concept of agent capacities provides a common, binding thread among a number 

of key issues. It underpins Hart's general analysis of responsibility; it figures cenually in 

an account of the tesponsibility of agents who indvertently cause harm or fail to meet a 

reasonable standard of care; and it is relevant to predications of criminal fad& insofar as 

these turn on questions about responsible agency. The concept of negligence seem to 

bridge a number of these concerns as wek it is &tined by a (subjective) f d m  to use 

certain capacities m compliance with a reasonable standard of care. a failure for which 

the agent might be responsible and perhaps also criminally liable. 



To reiterate, then, Hart argues for a number of interrelated claims. Fmt, the concepts 

of responsi'bility and control mast be explicated partly in tenns of the concept of an 

agent's capacities. Second, mms rea is c o d  with those capacities because they are 

genllinely subjective featotes that are relevant to criteria of msponsibility. Third, 

negligence is included as a general category of mrnr reu because it involves a failure to 

utilize the kind of capacities which are =levant to &terminations of mponsibilitytD The 

subjective element involved in negligence "...is in fan a failure to exercise the capacity 

to advert to, and to think about and control, conduct and its risks."24 

There are, though, some more precise questions to be asked about the kind of dation 

that Hart posits between negligent conduct on one hand, and responsible agency on the 

other. At times, Hart seems committed only to the weaker, lelatively uncontroversial 

claim that negligence defines a standard of liability in relation to a reasonable standard of 

care. At other times, Hart is inclined toward a stronger position, which suggests that 

with the term 'negligence,' we mean to capture something essential about the 

responsibility of particular agents who f d  to meet the standard of care. 

A 'strong' relation between the concepts of negligence and responsibility would make 

being ~esponsible for one's failwe to meet a standard of care. or for one's inadvertent 

ham-doing, a necessary condition of being negligent In predicating negligence of an 

agent or event, we are, then, expRssing a proposition to the effect that a particular 

Asn "Negligence. Mens Rea, and 06 Respomiiility," 140. 

Ibid., 157. 



agent could have met the standard of eye with which he failed to comply. The extension 

of the concept of aegligellce will be more narrowly defmed, because the conditions for 

being negligent are mon lllestrictive: they ellcompass concerns about a pdmlar agent's 

own capacities in relation to rhe standard of care which he fails to meet 

A 'weaker' relation wodd suggest that negligence is the kind of thing for which agent 

mght nat k n ~ p o ~ b l e .  The weaker thesis detaches questions about negligence, and 

how it is &fined, from ones about how a pdcular agent's capacities relate to the 

demands imposed by a standard of care. Asking if a particular agent could have complied 

with a standard of care is not something we do in order to predicate negligence. 

One way of testing for the kind of relation that we think is involved between the 

concepts of negligence and clesponsibility is to ask this: at what point do we turn our 

attention to what an agent could have done. in terns of meeting a reasonable standard of 

care? Do we consider this: (a) in deciding if he is negligent in the first place. or (b) in 

determining if an agent is responsible, and perhaps liable, for an instance of negligent 

behavior? 

Several thiugs in Hart's argument suggest a weaker thesis about the relation between 

negligence and responsibility. In saying that an agent did X negligently, Hart suggests 

that we are 

. . .referring to the fact that the agent failed to comply with a standard of conduct with 
which any ordinary  aso on able man could and would have complied: a standard 
requiring him a take precautions against harm. The word 'negligently", both in legal 



and non-legal contexts, makes m essential reference to an omission to do what is thus 
squired.. .. 25 

It is clear that the appropriate standad of conduct is &fined according to the capacities 

of a reasonable person, and chat this standard is adQessed to some agent in question. But 

this does not imply that the agent is aecressariy mpoasible for his fail= to comply with 

a standard of care. Hart also suggests that questions about a particulat agent's capacities 

and opportunities are ones that we ask in fixing an appropriate test for liability. They are 

not ones that we need to ask in determining i€ a concept Wre negligence covers a certain 

type of event.26 

At the same time, a stronger claim about the relation between negligence and 

responsible agency seems necessary to support the he of Hart's proposals outlined 

above: that is, that negligence is included in the mns rea c l d c a t i o n  precisely because 

it contains a subjective element and captures something about the way in which a 

particular agent can be responsible for inadvertent, careless, or unintended harm. We use 

the tern 'negligence' to express a proposition to the effixt that a particular agent had 

the requisite capacity and opportunity to meet a standard of care on some occasion in 

question. 

I€ Hart is not making a claim of the stmnger sort, it does not really make sense for 

him to argue, without further qualification, that negligence is included in mens rea. 

'Negligence' would simply indicate failures to meet a reasonable standard of care. But 



this might not pick out anything that is appropriately subjective, or that has to do with a 

partr*cular agent's capacities and rrspoosibility, in in failure to comply with a 

reasonable standard of care. An agent might be negligent, without also being responsible 

for her failure to meet a certain standard, in which case negligence h not a reliable 

indicator or index of what is needed in order to p d c a t e  crimiaal fault, This would 

complicate Hart's initial suggestion about how negligence is related to mens r e a  

Arguably, there is a tendency in Ann's analysis of negligence towards a strong, 

perhaps overly-rich characterization of the concept of negligence. This likely means that 

a persistent issue of substance, regarding the crhninal relevance of a certain type of case, 

is again disguised in the form of a conceptual problem. Hart's (strong) suggestion is that 

our use of the tenn 'negligeace' does not simply invoke a standard of care set by a 

reasonable person; it also expresses something about an agent's responsibility in failing 

to comply with such a standard. The concept provides a way of speaking about the 

responsibility of agents who inadvertently fail to use their capacities in compliance with a 

reasonable standard of care. Given that the concept is essentially concerned with an 

agent's responsibility, there are no conceptual obstacles to thinking that it can operate as 

a boM@e category of mens rea. 

Whether or not the 'strong' characterization of negligence is too rich, some of the 

main substantive issues can be distinguished from the conceptual ones. The substance of 

Hart's position suggests two things in particular: that criminal liability should be 

predicated on genuine mqmnsiiility for a aiminal act; and that there are grounds (in the 



capacities thesis) for thinking that at least some instances of inadvertent carelessness or 

hamdoing are ones of responsible agency. We might think that criteria for identiQhg 

responsible agents are either extrhsic or intdndc to the concept of negligence. But 

whether pllemises in an argument abovt liobiity are admitted as part of the meaning of 

negligence, or elsewhere. substantive issues will likely remain about the justification and 

fkhess of imposing liability for unintended harms. I will postpone discussion of some of 

the main concern until chapter five. 

4.4 Culpability and S t a d h i s  of CondudCare 

Contemporary analyses of negligence, like Hart's, usually broaden the scope of 

considerations that are relevant in thinking about negligence and cdminal fault in two 

main ways. One side of Hart's argument delves deeper into our concepts of agency and 

responsibility. He draws in the notion of 'agent capacities' and argues for its relevance to 

the mcns rea requirement, to responsible agency in general. and to the forms of 

'subjective fault' on which criminal liability might be predicated. In general, this extends 

the range of 'subjective' agent conditions that are relevant in analyzing the responsibility 

and fault of negligent harm-doers. 

Another strand of Hart's analysis stresses the ~elation between agents and standards 

of conduct or care. This shifts the analysis m the direction of a traditional 'objective' 

account, by defining negligence in terms of 'reasonable' standards that are used to 

characterize an agent's conduct. The notion of a 'standard of care' enriches the analysis 



of negligence in several ways; principally, it introduces a more complex apparatus for 

qualifying the relations in an event styled 'neglipnL' 

What unifies oegtigence as a fonn of dpable behavior is supposed to be a substantial 

failure to take monable care. or a fdm to comply with a 'reasonable standard of 

care.' At least duee general properties would have to be ascribed to a reasonable 

standard of care in order to achieve a plausible &finition of negligence. The standards 

are normally understood to d e b  a minimum level of practical care that an agent ought 

to achieve with his conduct; they would need to have a somewhat restricted range in 

their application; and they would have to be context-sensitive in the prescriptions they 

make. 

Theorists who adhere to the general view that negligence is a form of culpable 

behavior usually argue that negligence is defined in terns of a breach in a reasonable 

standard of care. A standard of care is not construed as something that suggests only a 

'standard way of doing things.' or that suggests a 'rule of rhumb' to be followed if an 

agent wants to succeed at what he is doing? The standards are supposed to indicate the 

minimally acceptable level of care that an agent can achieve with his conduct, in the 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- 

a White dlcn a Merent &count oZ tk way in which failures to 'take cafe' might be related to 
unsuccesslbl activity and negligent behavior. Ek argues that "caelessaess ... is a Wure to pay attention 
to certain risL and rbeir immnca to which one ought to pay atfention in order to manage successfirlly 
what <we is doing" (White, Grounds of Uobility, 98). In White's axount of negligence and cadessness, 
it seems as tbough meeting a staodard OE care is sanehow essential for success at, aod aon-negligent 
conduct in, the practice in which one is engaged. But this seems thr too strong a c b  Smly  w can be 
areless and so fail at an a~ivity. but ad cause a expose otbers to tbe kind of harm that is central to 
negligence. Also, we can perhaps succeed in spite of out carelessaess, and either cause ot fail to cause 
hann in doing so. In short, even if carelessress is at the heart of negligence, it is doubtfd that it helps to 
suggest either tbat 'taking cae' is neoessary fa suocess, a that unsuccessfirl activity is of a piece with 
carelessness or negligence. 



context of a particah practice, on a spec& occasion. The main idea in the literature 

could be expnssed something like this 

It is incmbent upon agents who engage in certain practices that are, or  that can be, 
dangerous to be aware of the potential dangers and to take leasonable steps to 
guard actively against them, or to enswe that they do not needlessly arise; in such 
practices, agents shod, or are requid to, exercise due care and regard for certain 
interests in what they do, andlor in how they do it? 

Standards of care are generally taken to imply or presuppose that if an agent engages in 

certain practices, he shouId do whatever it takes to ensure that what he does (or fails to 

do) does not unnecessarily and unjustif?ahly endanger or  harm certain interests. Although 

this is a rough characterization, something like this is essential to support the view that 

failures to meet a reasonable standard of care constitute a form of culpable behavior that 

is defmitive of negligence. 

If breaching a reasonable standard of care is supposed to constitute negligence, it is 

also likely that either the range of application for the standard itself, or the interests to 

which it applies, would have to be restricted. For example, if standards of care are widely 

applicable, it might be possible to depart from them in, say, how we look after our 

gardens, houses, or vehicles. It would then be necessary to say more about which of the 

wide variety of cases, or which kinds of failuces to take reasonable care, would count as 

instances of negligence. Our aim would likeIy be to distinguish negligence, as a type, 

Both Han and Whik distinguish between taking care by doing something (Le. by engaging in a 
certain practice as a whole), and taking care when doing something (i.e. in bow we perform the tasks 
involved in a larger pactice a activity). See White, Grounds of Liizbility, %%, and Hatt, Puni'shment 
and Responsibility, 260. 



h m  more general fonns of neglect? An mended proposal about negligence might 

suggest that only interests of a basic sort, or grouping, are relevant to the concept of 

negligence. Alternatively, we might suggest that a 'standard of care' applies only to a 

limited range of interests in the first place. h any event, getting an accurate picture of 

negligence would likely involve restricting one of two things: either the range of interests 

and practices that we have in mind. or the meaning and application of a 'standard of 

care' itself" 

A reasonable standard of care would also have to incorporate a fairly substantial 

assessment of the competing interests and possible justification for risk, in the contart of 

the situation in which it is d@ned or ro which it applies. For example, although it might 

be generally unsafe to travel at high speed through a school zone at noon hour, we 

might, given the right set of circumstances, have good reason to do so. Rehaps we are 

rushing a cdtically i n j d  person to hospital. Such an event does involve substantial 

risk for pedestrians and other drrivers, and would suggest a marked deviation Erom a 

general standard of reasonably catlefbl driving. But it would not be an unreasonable or 

unjustifiuble departure. on that occasion. For the purposes of defining negligence, 

though. it would not be helpful to think about the scenario in terms of a 'reasonable 

deparfzu-e' from a reasonable standvd of care. This would imply that the event 

represents a form of 'justified' negligence. 

'9white argues that neglect is distina horn oegligenax neglect dm CKM indicate a kind of negligence, 
but negligence is, according to White, a kind of neglect. (White, Grow& of tbbility, 103). 



Intuitively, it seem that negligence is not the kind of thing that is justifiable, or that 

possibly reelresents a 'right' response to any situation. Given proper justification, the 

driver's conduct simply ceases to be an instance of negligent behavior. If so, this 

indicates something about the work that a reasonable standard of cane would have to do 

for us. if depiutules from it are supposed to be definitive of negligent conduct. It would 

have to establish an outer p r h e ~  of care and justified risk-creation, on pdcular 

occasions. Stepping outside the boundaries established by the standard would not be 

justifiable: the reasonable standard would not be subject to reasonable 'tmmps' or to 

justified deviations h m  it 

Given that reasonable standards of care have these sorts of general properties, they 

can enrich an analysis of negligence in several ways. For one, they make it possible to 

give a more discriminating account of the culpability of inadvertent harm-doers, or of 

those who fail to meet a reasonable standard of care. Their culpability can be analyzed in 

relation to what agents are (or were) reosollably and minimally expected to do when 

engaging in certain practices. This would suggest a source of culpability that does not 

depend upon the actual content of an agent's mental states, or on the actual 

consequences of her conduct. That there are reasonable standards of conduct, or 

expectations of this sort, implies neither that a particular agent is aware of them when 

she b m h e s  them, nor that harmfd resdts must obtain. 

There might be additional sources of culpability that are unique to cases of 

negligence. For example, that negligent agents fail iwer tent ly  or wtwittingly to meet a 



reasonable standard of care might suggest a kind of Cmtemal) failwe that we think is also 

worthy of blame. Negligent agents fpil to notice or to gnsp some important facts about 

the conduct in which they ate engaged- (As earlier sections suggested, though. the failure 

to comply with a standard of care would likely not be construed as deliberate or 

intentional, if the end result is to be an adequate treatment of negligence. This is a point 

that f a y  common interpretations of what it means to 'fail to comply with' a standard of 

care might have trouble leflecting.) There might also be additional sources of (external) 

culpability if the agent's fail- to take care results in actual hann to others- The main 

point is that the standards make certain (minimal) claims on how agents are to conduct 

themselves, in the specitic contexts of some of the practices in which they engage. 

The fact that an agent is expected to pard against certain risks in her pursuits might 

also help to explain a relevant asymmetry in how we administer praise and blame for 

results that are inadvertently achieved. It seems that only infrequently, if ever, do we 

praise agents for inaclvemtly causing positive results or sideeffects. It is more M y  

that we consider such agents to be lucky or fortunate, than to be truly responsible and 

worthy of much praise. On the other hand, if an agent unintentionally but carelessly 

produces iil effects. this seems more readily to be something for which the agent is 

possibly responsible and to blame- 

Again, the presupposition seems to be that ifagents engage in certain practices, they 

should be 'on the look out for,' or should actively take care against, harmful results or 

undesirable side-effects- We also think that agents generally do have the ability to 



recognize dangers inhetent m the pursuit of some goods (for example, those associated 

with driving an automobile); thus they are able to guard actively against the dangers, by 

forming certain habits or being consciousIy sensitive to them. There seem to be fewer, or 

no, similPr p ~ p p o s i t i o n s  to the eff't that agents should be on the look out for 

unintended benefits in order to capitak on them maze directly. (By and Iarge, the 

beneficial d t s  would be ones at which agents directly aimed). If there is this difference 

in what we expect of agents, and if agents do have the capacity to recognize the 

expectations, the result will be a plausible account o f  the praise/bIarne asymmetry. It is 

relatively easier, all things considered, to be responsible and to blame for inadvertent 

harmdoing in light of some of the standards by which our actions and practices are 

appraised- 

Finally, the claim that negligence indicates a (non-compliance) relation between 

agents and standards of care helps to salvage the intuition that it can exist in a variety of 

culpable degrees. A reasonable standard of care might call for elementary precautions 

against ham, or for more advanced ones; they might be addressed to agents whose job 

or duty it is to be well acquainted with the potential hams and precautions that go along 

with some activity; the standards could be directed at harms of a serious, basic sort, or at 

others that are less grave and caused by more specific means. In short, the notion of a 



'standad of care' suggests more complexity in the variables surrounding negligence that 

might be qualified in terms of 'degrees? 

4 Conclusioa 

There are, then, several diffemt thethemes at work in contemporary theorizing about 

cdminal law in general, and about negligence in particular. Am's approach suggests that 

the kinds of facts that are relevant in predicating negligence are ones that lead us directly 

into issues of responsibility and culpability. In cases of negligence, we are concerned 

with what an agent could and should have done; in particular, we are interested m 

whether an agent could and should have used his capacities to comply with a reasonable 

standard of care. In this way, conceptual criteria for negligence are supposed to be 

intimately connected with questions about responsible agency and culpability. 

If a definition of the concept of negligence is assembled in this way. it might seem as 

though negligence were a natural ground for criminal liability and punishment Yet even 

if the result of accepting some of the contemporary analysis is a richer, more satisfactory 

picture of negligence, conclusions about liability are still not entailed by the meaning of 

the term alone. Even if negligence is a form of culpable behavior, it may not be 

sufficiently culpable, or of the right responsible or culpable sort, to meet with the 

purposes and constraints on our punishing activities. h the final chapter, I will attempt to 

" Hprt argues that, all things bdog equal. tbe more simpb that precautions are to be taken against 
harm, the greater an agent's culpability will be in failiag to take them (Hart, "Negligence, Me- Rea, 
and Criminal Responsibility," 149). On this point see also Gross, A Theory of C r i m i ~ l  Justice, 420. 



articulate and discuss some of the principal concems about the fairness of imposing 

liability for negligence, 



CHAFER FlSE - CONCEFKJAL AND SUBSTANTIVE ISSUES IN THE 

DEBATE ABOUT CRTMINAL LJABILITY FOR PJEGLIGENCE 

5.1 ~nh.ochrcti'on 

There is a lot of controversy about the legitimacy of holding agents criminally liable 

for negligence. As the discussion so fat suggests, the controversy invariably gets 

wrapped up in several types of issues, inchding ones of a conceptual natnre, and many 

others of a substantive s o r ~  By 'conceptual' I mean concerns about the meaning or 

definition of key terms, like 'negligence.' By 'substantive' I mean, very broadlyT 

concerns about which kinds of cases ought to be subject to aiminal law. Given a grasp 

of the sort of cases covered by a concep we want to know if (and why, and when) that 

sort of case might be of criminal devance. With respect to negligence in particular, we 

want to know whether any instance of a particular Lind is ever properly subject to 

liability.' 

Drawing conclusions about liability requines a number of premises about the kinds of 

cases that ought to be of criminal concern; and this, of course, has the potential to idlate 

quickly into a larger debate about the aims of, and lestrictions upon, the whole practice 

of punishment AU together, an argument about criminal liability for negligence might 

cover a lot of terrain. 

In the final chapter, I will follow a much more Limited agenda and do two things in 

particular. Fit, I will introduce a more generic way of unpacking the general 

In speaking of liability in tbe peseot chapter, I have in mind abniaal liability, except where indicated. 
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proposition (P3) that negligence is a type of culpability. In doing so, I will combine 

different strands of the analyses examined so flu. This wiU be usem in exploring some of 

the relations between conceptual and substantive issues. Secondly, I will attempt to 

locate, amidst the conceptual battles, some of the main substantive issues which smund  

negligence Wty. I will faw nnowly and only on concern about whether it is fair to 

impose criminal liability for negligence. Theze might be many ocher broad concern about 

whether general aims of punishment, such as retriiution or deterrence, are served Yet, 

many of the broader concerns are not s p e d k  to the problems created by negligence 

liability, and there do seem to be special concerns about the famess of imposing criminal 

liability on agents who unthinkingly cause harm to others. 

I wiU exp10~ two different ways of thinking about fairness and the mens rea doctrine 

as they relate to problems about liability for negligence. Each h e  of criticism suggests 

that it would be unfair or unjust to punish for negIigence insofat as negligent agents lack 

mem rea. In the first case, this means that they an not responsible; in the second, they 

lack menr rea because they are not responsible in the right wuy for causing harm. I will 

look at each of these defensive postures in relation to some of Hart's ideas about liability 

for negligence. 

5.2 A Generic Accomt of Negligence as a Type of Culpability 

One conventional way of understanding the general proposition (P3) that negligence 

is a type of culpability includes three main ideas or elements. Fit, there is the idea that 

negligent agents create risks with their conduct, or at least endanger others as a result of 



an omission, In any case, there are (a) rkRr that the agent's actiodnon-action causes or 

instantiates. There is also an assessment of those ti& as being (b) 'substantid mi 

unjl~~nFable. There is admittedly some hdegrminacy about the second el em en^ 

Suppose simply that, given the circ~~stances, no good ~asons that would jastify the 

potentially hamrful consequences for others could be giwn for the agent's conduct. Let 

us also suppose that (a) and (b) together comprise something that is blameworthy about 

the agent's conduct, regardless of whether the agent is entidy responsible (and so 

properly to blomc) for i t  The fact that the risks are large and unjustifiable is a matter that 

is separate from questions aboat whether an agent is entirely 'at fault' or responsible for 

bringing them about 

The third idea that is often used to clarify a thesis dong the lines of P3 is this: there is 

something unique about the dation between negligent agents and the dks they create. 

Let (c) or the '(c)-relation' in the example we are considering represent the kind of 

relation in which negligent agents stand to the dsLr they create. The third element is 

often supposed to be distinct in a way that is both definitive of negligence and that 

accounts for the lesser culpability of negligent agents. For example, the usual way of 

characterizing (c) is in terms of states of knowledge: what distinguishes negligent agents 

from reckless and intentional wrong-doers is that they are unaware of the risks they 

create. In much of the literature, the expression 'is inadvertent' is frequently treated as a 

synonym for something like 'is totally unaware of,' and the inadvertence is taken as one 



of the key distinguishing mark of aegligen~e,~ I will assume, for the most pact, that the 

(c)-relation simply is an inadvertent one, with the connotation that inadvertence stands 

for a hck of knowledge and intent with respect to certain outcomes. Let K stand for the 

class that is formed by agents who inadvertently create substantial and unjustifiable risks 

[they meet conditions (a), (b), and (c)]. 

Now, one conceptual or terminological p int  about negligence could be raised simply 

by asking this: is K the extension of the concept of negligence, does it adequately capture 

what we mean by 'negligence'? A generic reading of P3 would suggest that the correct 

answer is 'yes': with 'negligence.' we simply mean to point to agents who inadvertently 

create substantial and unjustifiable risks. Hart's answer might be that only some agents or 

events within K are ouly negligent One (strong) way of interpreting Hart (discussed in 

section 4.3.2 of chapter four) suggests that 'negligence' picks out only those agents who 

are responsible, and it is certainly not the case that every inadvertent agent meeting 

conditions (a) and (b) must be responsible for that type of risking. If we opt for the 

strong interpretation of Hart's thesis (which I will do for the ~mainder of the chapter), 

the (c)-relation is not simply an inadvertent one. It needs to be more richly characted ,  

as, say, a 'inadvemnt-but-responsible' one. 

An independent worry about the conventional way of depicting (c) in terms of 

awardunaware states of mind might also be mentioned. Again, 'inadvertently' is often 

mated in the literature as a synonym for an expression Wre 'without knowing and 



intending.' 'Ibis provides one common way of tehg negligent crhninal agents apart 

from the others: nxkless and intentional wrongdoers are aware of (advert to) the 

possibility of hum, whereas negligent agents are - by definition it seems - not aware of 

any rislc Because cleckless agents h o w  about the risks they create, they are mole 

culpable; negligent agents are unaware, and so they are less blameworthy. In both cases, 

an important premise seems to be that diffe~nt states of awareness bear direct relations 

to the level of control an agent has over the risks about which he may, or may not, have 

howledge. 

When characterized in these terms alone, the distinction is likely too cmde either to 

capture what we actually mean by 'negligence,' or to give a rich enough account of the 

distinction in culpability. Negligence is ofren taken to be a distinct and lesser type of 

culpability precisely because negligent agents are inadvertent harm-doers. However, this 

might mistake one condition in the set of normally and jointly d c i e n t  ones for a 

necessary one. The picture is a simple one: once the agent realizes that she might cause 

harm, she is automatically moved into a different realm of potential culpability. Yet it is 

not hard to imagine f a y  standard cases in which 'pure inadvertence' is not the 

distinguishing mark of negligence. 

Drunk drivers might be aware that they do pose a risk to others, while making 

impaired judgments about their own skills and the situations in which they act3 h 

Rri~aps drunk drivers could possess several sorts of belie& at owe. One might be chat 'me ought not 
to drive while dnmlr: it is wrong because it is potentially dangerous to others.' Another might be: 'I am 
drunk.' But the agent also has otber (say, impaifed or false) beliefs about his own special ability to 
manage the situation and its risks while drunk. Tbe idea is that be bas beliefs wbich seem, to him, to 



general, some agents might ideneity dda as 'risks,' but have false beliefs about their own 

abilities to manage them. or about what would justify taking the risks. In other cases still, 

perhaps ones of clhDinal negligence involving certain professions, agents might even be 

aware that risks are substantial and mjllstitied. They might, however, make decisions 

under druess (their 'job is on the line'), or with elements of wishful thinking (with the 

hope that harm will not ensue). or thinking that the= are other good reasons to gamble 

which might complicate the justification structure (to provide for one's family, to help a 

fiend). Some of these cases may move outside the tealm of negligence. But it seems 

likely that the type of culpability for which negligence stands is unified more by a kind of 

'faulty practical rationality' - in which agents fail for a variety of reasons to think and 

act appropriately with respect to what is at stake - than by pole inadvertence to risk. 

5.3 Substantive Issues 

5.3.1 Liability, Responsibilily, md Mens Rea 

In order to expose mote substantive concerns about liability, we can set aside for the 

moment any doubts about the precise characterization of (c). In much of the debate 

about negligence liability, an account of negligence along the lines of K, and conditions 

(a), (b), and (c), is ~latively uncontroversial. Likewise, depicting the (c)-relation as an 

inadvertent one is not usually contested. What is controversial is whether any instance of 

K should ever be subject to crimiaal liability, given that the agent does not knowingly or 

freely choose to cause harm. 

change the justification strumre by overriding or mating an exception to the underiying rationale OE 
laws against dnmk driving. 



In order to bring out some of the main concerns, we can ask: what would disqoalify 

all, or some, of the events in K fmm ever being appropriately subject to criminal liability? 

How might the notion of a free, conscioos choice or the presence of aware agent states 

be relevant in making this c l i q m t i o n ?  The critic might argue that that it is unfair to 

punish agents who have not voluntarily a d  conscioasly chosen to cause hann in the way 

that reckless and intentional wrong-doers usually do. 

The appeal to an agent's aware states or free choices might be interpreted in several 

ways. On one teading, the presence or absence of certain states of mind makes the 

difference between being mponsible for a harm and not being responsible, with 

negligent agents falling on the latter side of the line. A second reading would suggest 

that what differentiates negligent agents fmm others is that they do not exhibit the right 

mode of responsibie agency for it to be fair to subject them to criminal liability. The tist 

reading would suggest that it is only fair to punish responsible agents; that it is the 

function of mens rea to pick out responsible agents; and that negligent agents lack mens 

rea because they are not responsible. The second reading would suggest that it is fair to 

subject to cdminal liability only those who have freely and consciously chosen to do 

wrong; that it is the fbnction of nrns rca to pick out only such agents; and that negligent 

agents are not of that kind (even if some are genuinely responsible for what they do). 

Together, the two different interpretations of what makes negligence liability unfait 

point to substantive concerns about agent responsibility, on one hand, and to the mew 

rea doctrine, on the other. Additional concerns are sometimes expressed in terms of 



'culpability' or 'fault,' with the main idea being that negligent agents are not propedy 

culpable or at f a d  In order to approach these issues, I will fkst =visit Hart's way of 

cutting off a 'concepmB1 atgumat' against the possji'bility of negligence liability* 

5.3.2 Hart a& he  Conceptual Argument againt Negligence tiability 

One simple way to respond to the suggestion that all K agents are not responsible is 

to pmue a line of analysis suggested by Hart and others. Hart would argue that some 

instances of R would be examples of negligence. T k y  would be examples of negligence 

precisely where the (c)-relation is not just an inadvertent one, but an 'inadvertent-but- 

responsible' one. We might say that a concept such as negligence allows us to frame an 

event in terms of an agent's lesponsib'ity for its intrinsically culpable features. If an 

agent can be t d y  responsible for aspects of an event of which he is not aware (but 

which are in his control). and if those aspects are blameworthy or wrongful, we can say 

that he is both responsible and to blame. He is culpable because he is actually responsible 

for the wrongful or blameworthy aspects of the event [for (a) and (b)]. This is, of course, 

a very rich characterization of the concept: the term 'negligence' allows us to exptess 

propositions about relations that constitute a specific type of culpable agency. 

It might be argued, then. that we possess a concept like negligence precisely because 

we also possess the intuition that some agents truly are responsible - in some meaningful 

sense of 'responsible' - for what they inadvertently do. The argument might stop he=, 

with two claims in particular: the fmt is that we do, in fact, possess a concept of 

negligence; the second is that Hart's analysis of it gives the substantially correct account. 



Perhaps no attempt is made to anchor our analysis of the concept in additional c h  

about the metaphysics of responsibility. 

The capacities thesis (examined in section 4.3.1) does, though, go Cllrtber. It offers 

some account of why we should think that some instances of inadvertent agency are aIso 

ones of ~sponsible agency. The thesis makes several claims about respoasiility: one 

about clesponsible agency in general, and a second about what it means to be responsible 

on a particular occasion. One desired effect of the thesis is to challenge the belief that 

aware states of mind are the only, or the principal, mechanisms of responsible agency. 

With respect to negligence liability, one significant d t  that follows from Hart's 

analysis of negligence and responsibility is this. A version of a concepncal argument 

against imposing cdminal liability for negligence is, in e E i  cut off. Recall Turner's 

argument against negligence liability (discussed in sections 2.3 and 4.2). It suggests that 

the h t i o n  of rnem rea is to pick out the aware states of mind on which criminal fault 

can be predicated. It is also supposed to be an analytic truth that negligent agents are 

simply unaware of the harm they might cause. Negligence is thus by definition something 

for which liability cannot be imposed, because negligent agents can never possess mens 

rea, 

Hart launches a threepart attack on this h e  of argument The tirst two parts involve 

analyzing negligence and ~le~ponsibility in the t m s  given above. 'Negligence' does not 

simply pick out a 'blank' state of mind, nor is it the case that all instances of inadvertent 

behavior are also ones of non-responsible agency. 



The third part of tlan's argument is also crucial m blocking the conceptual argument 

against negligence liability. T'he third component consists in the claim that the main 

firaction of the nms rea llleqairement is to ensue that agents are genuinely responsible 

for what they do. Given that we tbhk about nsponsibility in terms suggested by the 

capacities thesis, the e f f i t  of EIut's claim about nvns reu is to mderscore a symmetry 

in the foms of ~sponsible agency that might be sufficient to support impositions of 

cciminal liability* Both negligent and intentional agents possess capacities which, in 

situations where they are genuinely responsible for wrongdoing, wouid have enabled 

them to do otherwise. This is a symmetry that goes largely unnoticed, or at least under- 

e m p h m  if our only concern is with aware states of mind Indeed, if our focus is 

exclusively aimed at the latter, the result is a hdamental asymmetry in the kinds of 

conditions that might suffice to generate criminal liability. 

Hart thus wants to reconfigure the criminal map - or at least our thinking about that 

map - in a way that exposes an underlying symmetry in the forms of responsible agency 

that might bring agents within the ambit of the nbninal law. This is accomplished by 

treating the mens rea requirement as one that is addressed primarily to cn*teria of 

responsibility, and only secondarily to certain aware states of mind. There are two 

distinct steps here: claims about mponsibility generate the symmetry; others about menr 

rea make that symmetry of potential relevance to c h i n a 1  law. Note how the second step 

might be justified Hart suggests that our 'foreground' interest in aware states of mind 

emerges out of background concerns about responsibility and conuol. An interest in 



responsibility explains the traditional concern with what an agent knows and foresees. 

Hart thinks, however, that properties of knowledge and f o d g h t  might be the normal - 

but are by no means the necessary - indicators of lesponsible agency. Some agents who 

inadvertently cause ham might be mponsible, on those occasions, for what they cause. 

And given the rationale for the mns nu doctrine suggested by Hart, their negligence 

might also, as a form of nuns rea, be pmperly subject to criminal liability* 

Critics of negligence liability have s e d  options at this point. If their wish is to 

exclude the possibility of liability for negligence altogether, they will have to deny or re- 

work at least some of Hart's ideas. Suppose that we are stil l talking primarily about the 

set K (the set of agents who inadvertently create unjustZed risks). Hart thinks that some 

of these agents - the truly 'negligent' ones - might be fairly subject to aiminal liability. 

There is, at any rate, no concephcal or principled basis for arguing that they cannot be. 

They are genuinely responsible, and nothing in the rationale of mens reu suggests that 

they must be excluded from punishment M a t  options does the critic have? 

Two types of argument might be of interest to the critic. The first type of argument 

(type A) accepts that Hart is essentially correct about mcns rea, but maintains that he is 

wrong about the about the meaning of responsibility or culpability. The point will be to 

argue for a kind of asymmetry which excludes negligent agents fiom criminal liability, 

precisely because they are not responsible or culpable. A cruder version of the argument 

(Al) keys dhxtly on nsponsibility: it denies that any instance of K is something for 

which the agent is ever responsible. A milder, more sophisticated version of the 



argument (A2) suggests that there is nothing, m he& about an instance of K that is 

mfEcient to invite crhninal liability. Some agents in K might, however, be faidy subject 

to climinol liability because of their pdot (that is, pre-negligent or p ~ - K )  culpability or 

advertence to serious r i sk  A2 invokes what we might caU a 'prior advertence' (PA) 

thesis. 

The second type of argument (type B) would suggest the opposite: Hart is essentially 

correct about lesponsibility, but is wrong about nuns rea. The symmetry is right, and 

coheres with our ordinary conception of responsibility, but it is simply not relevant to 

criminal law. The rationale of the mens reu requhement and its traditional concern with 

aware states of mind should be interpteted differently. A critic of type B will thus focus 

directly on mens rea, and only secondly, if at aU, on the determinants of responsibility 

and culpability. 

Both types of arguments, A and B. are threaded by concems about the extent to 

which an agent should freely and consciously choose the harmful conduct in virme of 

which he might be subject to a i m i d  liability. A-type arguments use these concerns to 

make a ftontal assault on the meaning of ~ s p o ~ l i t y  and culpability; they argue that it 

is unfait to punish agents who are not properly responsible or to blame. 'Lhey tend, then, 

to raise substantive concerns about ~le~ponsibility and blame. Btype arguments take a 

more indirect route in arguing that the purpose of nuns rea is to pick out only voluntary 

and knowing forms of responsible or culpable agency. It is unfair to punish negligent 

behavior because it does not exhibit the right madc of responsible or culpable agency. At 



this IeveI, the substantive concerns tend to be more about how we shoald interpret the 

mens rea qaicement Arguably. the A-type arguments are less plausible and more easily 

defeated. The B ones are stronger, and are harder for Aan and others to defend against. 

5.4 CriticdOprlonr 

5.4.1 Some Preliminary Rematb abut  Culpobli@ 

Most objections to negligence liability mrn to tlm, on doubts about whether the 

relation a negligent agent bears to his own dsky conduct is sufficient to support a fair 

imposition of criminal liability, or to support a true ascription of responsible agency. 

Some objeftions. though, are expressed k t L y  in terns of culpability or moral 

culpability- 

Suppose we think that it is fair only to impose criminal liability on agents who are 

culpable or morally culpable. It is a necessary fair condition of being liable to punishment 

that one be culpable or morally culpable. This, then. is how the mm rea doctrine should 

be interpreted: it exists to insure that agents are culpable. If it can be shown that no 

agent or event in K is ever culpable ia the requisite sense, this will be sufficient to 

conclude that agents in K can never, in any case, be faidy subject to criminal liability. 

Yet, given that we are talking h u t  evenu like those in K, the concerns about 

culpability and fault are likely misplaced, or aim too high. If we inject a number of 

distinctions into our discussion of cases in K, and accept a number of relatively 

uncontroversial claims about blame and fault, it seems that the real substantive issues 

ought to be articulated in terns of responsibility and the nzens rea doctrine. 



First, we might attempt to distinguish between an agent being to blame, wbae this 

means tbat he is responsible for some wronbdoingdbhg, and there being generally 

blameworthy or wronghrl elements about his conduct, The critic would have to d y  on 

an extremely narrow and rigid thesis about blame in order to generate the cIaim that 

there is nodrng dpable about any instance of K 'Lhe narrow thesis limits the possible 

objects of blame to the contents of an agent's mind (or 'will,' or 'heart') alone. Nothing 

outside the agent's mind - no relational properties or external facts - have any bearing 

on predications of blame, wrong, fault, etc. The narrow thesis thus generates a kind of 

asymmetry between negligent agents and other reckless or intentional harm-doers. In the 

latter cases, there is something in the contents of the agent's mind itself about which we 

might say: 'that is wrong,' or ' k t  is worthy of blame.' Rrhaps we are talking about an 

agent's intent to kill, or about his knowledge of the fact that others might be harmed by 

what he does. 

Yet, it also seems that we want to say of the kiffing itser that it is wrong or evil too. 

and not simply because it has been chosen or intended by the agent. Often, it seems too 

that we want to predicate 'blameworthiness' or '~t~npfulness' of the relations between 

agents and other persons or objects. A wider thesis about blame in particular (or about 

value in general) would multiply the possible objects of blame, to include some place for 

relational properties and things that an external to the agent himself. Consider. for 

example, the value or worth of feelings of indifference, or an indifferent state of mind. 

Considered only in itself, we might think that indifference is neither all tbat valuable nor 



alI that va lueh ;  it is neither worthy of much blame, nor does it merit much praise- Yet. 

other sources of value or disvalue might be located once the objects of an agent's 

indiffezence are brought into view. In some cases. an agent might merit praise for 

indifference to his own dedng or fate, wwhi in others his indifference might be 

blameworthy if it is directed at the sui%e~g of others. 

The wider thesis about blame and value would no doubt appease many of oar 

intuitions about some instances of K. The set is composed to suggest that we can foam 

independent assessments of some of the elements and the relations between them. We 

want to say that there is something wrong or blameworthy about the fact that others are 

put substantially and unjustifiably at risL by an agent There also seems to be something 

fa* or blameworthy about the (relational) f x t  that some agents are inadvertent with 

respect to the grave danger in which they might place others. If there are standards of 

care which the agent f a  to meet with his conduct, it is certainly not the case that the 

nonnative force of those standards is co~tituted only by the agent's awareness of them. 

His breach of them, or of certain duties, is wrong, whether or not he knows i t  

Given that the wider thesis about value is in play, and that some of the added 

distinctions and ~lations are important, the real question is: can we pin the wrongful 

blameworthy, evil, or &valuable elements on the agent with our concept of 

responsibility? The claim that 'all culpability teqdes awmness or choice' - if intended 

as a general claim about what it means for something to be worthy of blame - seems to 

be simply too narrow. It should likely be read as a claim or suggestion about what it 



takes to establish p e m o ~ l  responsibility for wrongdoing. If a Lck of conscious 

awareness of wrongdoing is supposed to defeat the culpability of agents in K, it must be 

because it makes them not responsible for what is wrong, blameworthy, or faulty about 

their actions. It is not because the wrongfd elements would cease to exist just in case the 

agent is anaware of them. Doubts about culpability in K should be based more squarely 

on concerns about the (c)-relation, that is, on concerns about whether it is ever safficient 

to support ascriptions of responsibility. 

Concerns about dpable, aware choosing can thus be used in an attempt to undercut 

cdminal liability for negligence only in several special ways. From within the confines of 

a type A argument, one way is to make aware choices an essential part of responsibility. 

A second possibility, to which I will turn latex, is to favor a B-type argument. Choice is 

not made into an essential property of responsible agency; rather, it is made central to the 

concept and rationale of mew rea  

5.4.2 Concern about Responsibiliq [A l l  

One strong way in which to reject the possibility of negligence liability is to argue that 

only voluntary, conscious choices are determinants of responsibility. Call this critical 

option 'Al.' The critic accepts the idea that mens rea is essentially concerned with 

questions of responsibility. He then argues against the idea that inadvertent agents are 

ever responsible for the hann they might cause. Certainly negligent agents make 

conscious choices, and are responsible for what issues from the content of those choices; 

but the thought of possibly harming others is not part of that content, and so the harm or 



cisL irself is not something at which the agent has explicitly aimed herself by choice. 

Disagreements about liability are thus generated h m  a base-level disapement about 

what it means, or takes. to be responsible for something. On one side of the 

disagreement, the critical side, every member of K would be excluded as an instance of 

non-mponsiile agency from the possible range of edminal liability. 

Some mention of the 'content' of the agent's choices is necessary because it is not 

true that negligent agents nomally make no choices. Likely, they do make choices and 

act voluntarily, at precisely the same time at which they ore inadvertently creating risks 

for others. The problem is that the description we want to supply of their actions (they 

are 'creating unjustified dsb') is not one that figures explicitly in the contents of their 

choices. The puzzles about respons'bility and criminal liability arise precisely because 

agents in K are not consciously 'acting under' or 'choosing under' the relevant, liability- 

inviting descriptions. ' 

' A pafiect uample of bow some importaat issues of substance cm be lost in conceptual debates is found 
in lames BIzrdy's respmse to EIall (James Brady, "Punishment For Negligence: A Reply To Rofessor 
Hd," Buffalo Lmu Review 22 (1972), 107-122)- E h l l  objects to crimiaal liability fot negligence on many 
grounds, one d wbich is tbe 'ethical' concern tbat negligent agents are not voluntarily ham-doers. 
Now, what Hall bas is mind is that negligent agents ate not ethically at fault because they have not 
chosen, in a conscious, aware way, to put orbers at risk a to hurt otbers. la short, tbey bave not 
explicitly intended to do wrong. Brady thinks that one way to respond to this objection is to clarify the 
relation between tbe amcqm of voiitioa and intention. If doing something voluntarily does not imply 
that one Qes it in an explicitly intent id  way, and vice-vesa, we will be able to show tbis: from the 
fact that negligent agents do not intend to cause bann, it cannot be Metred that tbey do not act 
voluntarily. Stme negligent agents can still be volunmy harmdoers. This way of approaching the 
problem, to my mind, misses the force of tbe original objectiaa, and supphts substantive cowems with 
conceptual debate. W s  concern is hat negligent agents are not voluntarily connected in the nghf woy 
to the hann for whicb they might be liable; it is not that they do not act voluntarily in some sense, or 
under some description. The basic concern is about what it takes to establish responsibility for the 
wrongdoing, tbat is, whether tbe agent's voluntary actions are connected in the right way to the ham for 
which tbey are to blame. 



K is expiessly manufactured to broach some of these issues About the set K we can 

ask: might any instance of K be one of mponsible agency? Is any instance of K 

something for which it xnight be appropriate to hold an agent crimiaally liable? Without 

involving ourselves directly in dBerent entanglements about the meaning of negligence 

(about how K is, or is not, related to the concept of negligence), we can simply ask such 

questions about thot type of case. The aim is to expose the source of some real 

substantive - perhaps even intuitive - disapment about cases that seem to generate 

controversy in criminal law. Critics who argue along the lines of A1 will answer 'no' to 

the second (liability) question precisely because they answer 'no' to the first 

(responsibility) one. This presumes that we are 'holding constant' the variable of rnens 

rea interpretation: its function is to pick out responsible agents. 

The critic might, then, just stick to a position such as Al. and argue that inadvertence 

alone is sufficient to defeat ascriptions of tespnsibility. This would amount to a direct 

clash with Harr There might be culpable aspects which surround some forms of 

inadvertent behavior, but they are never ones that can be fully 'pinned on' the agent with 

our concept of responsibility. 

5.4.3 The Prior Advertence Thesis [A21 

Another common and perhaps more sophisticated way of thinking about an agent's 

mponsibity for events like those in K is this. If a! agent is genuinely inadvertent with 

respect to the risks he creates, such that they are truly things of which he is unaware and 

has not intended to bring about, then he is not really in control of the elements for which 



we want to blame him. And he is certainly not in control of his own inadvertence- If 

advertence is mxasuy  for control, an agent wouM have to be aware of the things to 

which he is inadvertent in order to be in control of his own inadvertence. Given this 

understanding of 'contml,' and what is often meant by 'inadvertence,' it is logically 

impossible for an agent to have any control over his own inadvertence. Consider Larry 

Alexander's way of parsing the issue: 

If we take the defendant at the time of his "negligent" choice, with what he is 
conscious of and adverting to ... then it 0 simply false that the defendant "could 
have" chosen differently in any sense that has nonnative bite ... i t  is false that in that 
situation, the defendant has my intend reason to choose differently from the way he 
chose.. .To  have such a reason, a drfendant will hmtc to advert to that to which he b 
not adverting. But one has no control at such moments over what one is adverting to 
or is conscious of; try thinking of what you aren't thinking of, but should be. The 
"could have adverted to the dsV' position is directly at odds with the ... value of 
restricting punishment to choices over which defendant had fair controls 

If the problem is set up in this way, one common response is to look fbrther back m 

time for the kind of knowledge that might suffice to make the agent responsible for his 

inadvertence. Some culpable choosing or advertence to risk - at some point in time 

before the actuul iMdvrrtence - is necessary for it to be true that the agent is 

responsible for her later inadvertent conduct Call this the 'prior advenence' (PA) thesis. 

The position might be expressed in a number of ways, but the core idea is similar. An 

agent must, at some point in time, consciously choose to do something in virtue of which 

it makes sense to predicate responsibility for her laer (inadvertent) actions. 

A useful example is given by Michael Zimmeman: 

- - -- - 

' Larry Alexander. "Raoosideting tbe Relation&~ among Volmtary ACIS, Strict Ijability, and 
Negligence in Criminal Law," SocicrI Philosophy & Policy, Vol. 7 hue 2 (Spring 1990). 99-100. 



Consider Bert, a bricklayer. Bert had been laying bricks for many years, and he had 
developed several habits in the process. One such habit was that of tossing defective 
bricks over his shoulder- Normally, this was quite safe, given the conditions where 
Bert usdy worked. But one day Bert way asked to fill in for a sick wodEer who had 
been wodring at the top of a new high-risp Ae agreed to do so. When at the top of 
the building, Bert unthinkingly engaged in his mUattenched habit and tossed a 
defective brick over his shoulder. It landed on a pedestrian below and killed h i d  

Zimmetl~~an argues that Bert is nzsponsibIe for negligence in such a case only if he is 

'morally responsible' for the occurrence of harm. Bert is morally tesponsible only if at 

some point in time prior to his inadvertent brick-tossing, he had actual, explicit 

knowledge of the possibility of such risks. It is necessary that ''at some time earlier than 

that at which be threw the brick, Bert did advert to the possibity that he might engage 

in such activity and thereby cause damage or injury. It is this fact . .. which removes the 

obstacle that some have thought impedes the proper ascription of moral responsibility to 

persons for their negligence."7 

In some respects, the thesis about prior advertence is not all that fa .  removed frna 

what Hart suggests. Hart and Ziromerman would agree that only some instances in K are 

ones for which the agent is responsibk. As a point of terminology, we might identi@ this 

subset as the negligent agents, or simply as the ones who are responsible for their 

negligence. The substantive question is: how do we identify the truly reSponsible agents 

in the set of K? In either case, it seem that we have to look at what lies 'behind' an 

agent's inadvertence in order to see if a counterfactual exercise of control was possible. 

ti Michael Zimmcmm, 'Negligence and Moral Responsibility," Nous, ~01.20~ 20.003 ( h e  1986), 199. 

' Bid., 200. 



The main dB- lies m what the truth of the 'could have' judgment is possibly 

grounded in. For Trmmennan and pdbeRnts of A2, it is only in virtue of an agent's prior 

knowledge or foresight of risL that he is responsible for an event in K. 

Note that if the critic argues dong the lines of A2, she is not arguing that inadvertent 

risk-creators can never be subject to cdminal liability. There is the possibility in principle 

of being liable for negligence, or for a K-like event, in virtue of passing a responsibility 

'test' or threshold. But an argument l i b  A2 does reassert, contra Hart, the centrality of 

aware agent states and conscious choices to the concept of responsibility. There is, then, 

the possibility of some important extensional differences in whichever concept we use to 

collect the responsible K agents. Perhaps the main point of disag~ement can be brought 

out by asking this: could a case in which an agent met conditions (a), (b), and (c) (he 

inadvertently and unjuStifiab1y put others at substantial risk) where serious harm does 

result, but where the agent never had any actual prior awareness of the possibility of 

these risks, ever be properly subject to a h i n a l  liability? Capacities theorists would likely 

say 'yes' in some cases, while adhetents of A2 seem committed to responding with 'no' 

in every case. Again, disagreements about liability emerge out of base-level 

disagreements about ~sponsible agency. 

Are there problems with A2? The pition seems to face a number of ditrsculties, 

perhaps the central one of which is this: it is not exactly clear how the PA thesis would 

solve the puzzle about responsibility for inadvertent conduct. It is not clear, that is, that 

facts about prior advertence are, in rhemselves, suf!icient to explain why we think that 



even some inadvertent harm-doers are nsponsibk8 The main strategy, it seems. is to 

extend oar concern with an agent's actual states of mind over a broader range of time. 

We are looking for the agent to be in possession of a certain type of knowledge: that 

which gives him, what Zhmennan calls, 'enhanced ~ontml-'~ It is in virtue of having 

enhanad control that we are able ascribe moral responsibility. 

The intuition behind the PA thesis might be a common one, and is not without some 

intuitive plausibility. If we have doubts about the responsibility of inadvertent hanndoers 

- because they are not hrlly cognizant of the significance of what is going on - those 

doubts seem to be assuaged by the thought that the agent did have some actual 

knowledge of what might happen. This somehow vindicates our belief that the agent is 

truly responsible. 

It is stiU not clear, though, why we should feel vindicated. Unlike Hart, the critic is 

not arguing, at least dinxtly, for the mlevance of certain distinctions to our concepts of 

agency or responsibility, such as that between what an agent is captable of doing or 

thinking and what he uctudly does or thinks. Rather, he is inserting an added variable of 

time into the 'responsibility equation' But without the kind of distinctions around which 

8 An interest ia prior adveztence - in wbat an agent explicitly knew at some earlier point in time - does 
seem to be at the heart of tbe tbesii. Cobcenrs about prior 'culpability,' or 'culpable cboosiag,' would 
only be relevant to tbe later ioadvertence in light of what they agent knew and perbaps chose to 
distegatd at an earlier point in time. Not just any pior culpability or cboices would do: the agent and his 
choices might be arlpabIe in a variety of ways tbat bad little or nothing to do with tbe inadvertently 
created risks. Aad if it is not the explicit content of some earlier cboices tha is culpable, and tbat clearly 
links the agent to latee events. we might argue that, while ioadvertently creating risks, agents do make 
and act on choices tbat are culpable - tbey just are not aware of it. Tbis would simply relocate the 
original problem to an earlier point in time, and tbat is mt wbat adheteats of A2 are after. 

Zimmemm, ''Negligence and Moral Responsibility," 205. 



the capacities thesis is organkd, it is not clear how the PA thesis is stipppsed to clear up 

the problem about mponsibility. 

Suppose for example that an agent does have prior knowledge of the possibility that 

he might cause harm. At some point, Bert has the thought: Y might inadvertently throw 

a brick over my shoulder and thereby kill someone if I am not carem 1 must be carefiil 

and do something about that." How does this coder on Ben the kind of enhanced 

control that Zimmennan and others are after? Alternatively, how does an event like this 

make Ben responsible for what happens later? 

One possibility is that it might give Bert enhanced control at an earlier point in time. 

The awareness gives him earlier enhanced control if possible countermeasures against 

the risks are. at the time at which the thought occurs, within the scope of Bert's actions. 

Say that Bert has the thought just as he begins to work. (Note that the thought still has 

to 'occur' foc Bert to be in possession of this kind of enhanced control). 

If prior advertence gives an agent earlier control over the risks, and the agent chooses 

not to do anything about them, it is not clear why the later inadvertence even matters: 

Bert is simply reckless in choosing to do nothing about risks that were within his control 

at the time at which he was aware of them. This is a possibility keyed upon by Jerome 

Hall in his argument against imposing criminal liability for negligence." What m y  

makes agents responsible for events Wre those in K is their failure to respond 

appropriately to risks of which they were acncoly aware at some point in time. 

lo Jaomc Ball, "Negligent Behavior Should Be Excluded Fiom Reaal Liability,'' Colcmbia Lmv Revinv 
Vol. 63 (1%3), 634. 



Respom'bility for inadvertent hamdoing - i€ it can be established at a l l  - collapses into 

responsibility for a kind of prior recWessness. In Md of ahemehles, events like those in 

K do not represent the sort of thing for which responsibility can be predicated. 

Suppose. though, that Bert has his thought while driving to work, or at some point m 

time at which the opportunity to take actual steps against the risks is not reaUy possible. 

Prior advertence, in such a case. does not confer enhanced control on the agent at an 

earlier point in time. Now, i€ at a later point in time Ben is truly inadvertent with respect 

to the risks (of which he had prior awareness), it must be true that at some point in the 

interim he ceases to think about the risks. Something like this seems necessary, if we are 

going to talk about a case in which an agent actually is inadvertent with respect to dsL3 

of which he had prior awareness. Given that Bert could do nothing about the risks at the 

time at which he originally thought about them. perhaps he simply intended to do 

something about them later. This sound liLe a common scenario. yet it is one that is 

problematic for the PA thesis. 

We are given two points in time (an 'advertent' earlier one. TI, and an 'inadvertent' 

later one. T2) and told that the former is what explains an agent's ~sponsibility at the 

latter point in time, or for later events. Yet without accepting the relevance of the kind of 

distinctions around which Hart wants to organize our thinking about possible forms of 

control and responsibility, it is not clear how we can view the former point in time as 

having any possible relevance to the agent's responsibility at the latter. How could Ben 

have been anything but inadvertent, and so not in control of the risks, at the later point m 



time? The problem is parriculady acute if we think that control is something that is only 

possible in virtue of what an agent wtually knows ot is aware of. at some particular 

point in time. 

Likely, we think that it is possible for Bert to notice ud act on the eislrs at the later 

time. partly (though not entirely) beeam of his prior awareness. Ben has already 

demonstrated a capacity for appreciating the risks. and it seems that he has a greater 

opportunity to remember and do something about them in light of his initial nxognition. 

If these facts are relevant to what makes Bert responsible, it is because of what Bert is 

capable of recognizing and doing; it is not just because of what he is actually thinking 

about at time T2. At the very least, a distinction between latent and actual knowledge (or 

belief) must be relevant to the concept of responsibility, and to our intuition about 

possibk (and not just actual) forms of control. Once the relevance of such a distinction is 

admitted, though, it is not clear why only Ben's actual states of prior awareness should 

matter. W h y  is it that only the explicit content of Bert's previous thoughts (and not the 

things of which Bert is generally capable of thinking) can have the kind of influence that 

is essential to responsibility and possible forms of control? What if Bert never explicitly 

entertain4 the thought that "I might hurt someone by doing that," much as certain 

thoughts never 'cross the mind' of negligent drivers? 

5.4.4 Fuiness and the Mens Rea Docm-ne (Type B) 

Arguably, a stronger way of making objections against a h i d  liability for negligence 

is to move the main issues of substance on to a different level, or a different plane, 



altogether. The main objections are not, then, ones about whether an agent is ever 

responsible, or propedy culpable, for an event in K In cases like those in K, it is not 

contested that there are blameworthy elements or ~Iations, and that some of these cases 

can be pinned on the agent with out concept of lespnsibility. A critic of type B will 

agree with the general proposition that negligence is a type of culpability, and that at 

k t  some events in K are ones for which the agent is troly responsible. 

A critic of type B will, then, accept the sort of symmetry for which Hart is arguing, 

and the relevance of some of the distinctions which make that symmetry possible. The 

symmetry and distinctions are reaI and important enough; they are just of no import as 

far as the criminal law i s  - or should be - concerned What is rejected is that that type of 

culpability or responsible agency is relevant to criminal law. A further asymmetry is 

drawn by the critic within the domain of responsible or culpable agents. 

How might this be accomplished and substantiated? A different notion of f* 

might be offered in relation to the mew rea requirement. I do not propose to argue for 

or about this notion of fairmess, but only to admit it as one that is possible and that is not 

without at least some intuitive plausibility- The main point of mentioning it is to sketch a 

Merent form of objection against negligence liability, noting in particular where the 

main substantive issues would arise. 

We might rhinlr that the nms nu requirement is in place to ensure that agents are 

genuinely responsible for the harms they bring about, before being subject to criminal 

liability- This seems to be the gist of Hart's proposal. The traditional belief that mens rea 



refers to certain aware states of mind (states of knowledge or foresight) is explained by 

Hart in tenns of the (mistaken) belief thpt these states done are the determinants of 

q n s i b l e  agency- The mistake is to think that it is in virtue of possessing these states 

alone that an agent is able to exeilcise contml over his conduct. 'Ibe capacities thesis is 

engineered to alter our thinking about the necessity of such states to agent respon~ibiity~ 

Meeting the nrms rea requirement might also be understood as the main, or one main, 

~estriction on oar punishing activities- The restriction might be construed in terms of a 

p ~ c i p l e  of fairness, which suggests the following: 

(Fl): Only if an agent is genuinely responsible (or culpable, or at fault) can he be 
subject to criminal liability. 

Fl would cohere with an understanding the mcns rro doctrine as a 'responsibility,' 

'culpability,' or 'fault' requirement Critics of type A would argue that it is unfair to 

punish for negligence because negligent agents are not really responsible, culpable, or at 

fault If the argument about fairness is made at this level, the critic will have to rely on 

claims about the concept of ~esponsibility, or culpability, or fault The point will be to 

argue for the centrality of an aware state of mind - or at least for the importance of 

something that negligent agents lack - to one or several of these concepts. 

Another way to defend against the possibility of criminal liability for negligence is to 

 examine Hart's construal of the rnens rea doctrine. Suppose that we argued for a 

different p~c ip le  of fairness, and claimed that it was, or should be, operative in the 

determination of mnr reu and criminnl liability. 



(F2): Only if an agent bas fRely and consciously chosen to do wrong can he be 
subject to criminal liability. 

A critic of type B might argue that the reason for the traditional interest in aware states 

of mind is that they give us the best handle on what an agent heely chooses to do. 

Furthermore, our concern with what an agent b l y  chooses to do is not anchored in the 

(false) belief that only aware agent states serve as appropriate criteria of responsibility- 

The main claim is that only certain modes of responsible and culpable agency - those 

which normally exhibit the most comcious and willing disregard of the law's norm - 

should be subject to criminal liability. 

In essence, Hart's claims about ~sponsibility are correct; it is his interpretation of the 

mens rea requkment that is wrong. The effixt of r~interpceting the menr rea doctrine 

in a way that argues for a different pdnciple of fahess would be to draw funher 

distinctions within the domain of possibly-liable agents. Only those who caused harm 

with knowledge or foresight, and who could have done othenuise, are proper candidates 

for criminal censure. 

How might such a distinction be maintained? What would make it plausible? At this 

point, a justification could not rely on key links between aware agent states and the 
t 

concepts of responsib'itity or culpability. Support would have to originate in larger 

considerations about the practice of punishment, as it relates to different modes of 

agency. 'Ibis is where there might be a host of entanglements in the discussion, including 

one about how we should idenify a paradigm kind of criminal agency, and acceptable 

deviations from it, to be used in determining criminal liability. 



In order to set the entanglements aside, perhaps it will do just to remark on the form 

of the objection that is being constructed against the possibility of cdminal liability for 

negligence. 'Ibe ! k t  step is to mark a distinction within the domain of responsible agents 

itsee the second step is to argue tbot only some modes of responsible agency should be 

subject to cdminal sanction. Several things am often borne in mind about criminal 

liability when making the second step. Consider what Umwsky has to say about 

voluntary hamdoing, negligence, and criminal liability: 

. . .the moral protest involved when such [criminal] liability is imposed for negligence 
is simply that the defendant does not deserve to be subjected to hi3 - that is. to the 
added burdens of imprisoment or fine and stigma which invariably accompany them 
- wless he has made a conscious choice to do something he knew to be 
wrong.. ..The ways in which an individual may compromise himself morally are 
many and diverse; but it is only when a man has brought upon himself the worst sort 
of blame, by fieely choosing to do something he knows to be wrong. that the 
suffering and hamiliation of punishment may in a l l  conscience by applied." 

Along with criminal liability often come the most severe types of state-imposed 

stigma, censure. or deprivation. There are also other €oms of redress, such as civil 

liability, that might be utilized in compensating for burdens incurred as a result of 

negligent wrongdoing. In many cases, there is little question that some negligent harm- 

doers should 'have to pay;' what is not clear is whether they should ever 'have to pay' in 

the criminal sense. I 

Type B critics thus define and broach the main issues of substance (or policy) is a 

different way. me principal concern, now, is about what the mew rea requirement ought 

l' R Umwksy, Wegligeoee and tbe General Problem of Criminal ReqmsiIbility," Yak Luw Joumal81 
(1972). 979, 



to do for us. where this does not simply d u c e  to outlining general criteria of 

responsibility or cdpab'ity. There an: also related concerns about the kind of cases upon 

which it is fair to impose criminal liabiIity, given some understanding of the aims, 

measures, and perhaps restrictions upon, our pur&hing activities. These an large 

questions, and not ones that can be settled in debates about the meaning of nesponsibility 

and culpability alone. 

Because a critical position of type B does not hinge on considerations about 

xesponsibility per se, it is one against which it is difficult for capacities theorists to defend 

directly. Yet it i also a position that seems hard for the critic to justiEy in a coherent and 

convincing way. 

What the critic has done is to appeal to a distinction, or funher asymmetry, within a 

domain of responsible agents. She argues that even if there are siroilarities that can put 

some negligent ham-doers on a par with intentional ones - in the sense that they are 

both responsible and culpable - there are still relevant diffml~ces in their ways of beiig 

'connected to' the harms for which they are responsible. And it is not clear* the critic 

says. that what is similar about the cases should necessarily override what is different - at 

least, that is, with respect to determining criminal liability. 

That there are relevant diffitzrmax seems uncontmversial. and is underscored by 

thinking about what it would normally take to exezcise merent foms of control. Some 

agents would have to override their own intentions; others would have to be more aware 

of what they were doing, or would have to assess difEmntly the situation in which they 



acted. l k  former does seem rrelarively easier, all things being equal, for an agent to do. 

It seems, then. that the capacities theorist c o d  only attempt to veto the distinction, and 

insist on a basic symmetry in the modes of msponsible agency, at the risk of sounding 

implapsile. It might be suggested. for example, that negligent harmdoers are 

responsible in the same way that intentional ones are: each possesses a basic 'capacity to 

contror her conduct, or a 'capacity ta choose' what she will do. This puts the 'failwe' of 

a negligent agent on a par with the others. Basically, she fails to control herself in a way 

prescribed by some legal or moral norm. The effect of describing matters in this way is to 

emphasize what might be similar about different modes of responsible agency. 

Yet, to invoke a basic capacity to choose or to exercise self-control and make it the 

only relevant fact in such cases is to run roughshod over important cognitive differences 

in the situations and modes of agency.'' An opportunity to control onesew or to choose 

in one way, and not another, does seem to be more available in some types of cases than 

in others. It is this difference, moreover, that seems to figure in different judgments of 

culpability. 

There do, then. seem to be obvious, RPI differences between intentional and negligent 

harm-doers. But are they relevant to considetations about nhninal liability in the way 

that a type B critic wants to suggest? How does he make his claims about fairness stick? 

l2 This seems to bc the kind d (implausible) rod &at some cmtempuay theorists, like S i s m  end 
Gross, endup taking: hey emphasize tbe fsathatagents dobave thecapcity to cboos+ and that 
negligent agents do make choices, at some point in time, which lead to their inadvertent harm-doing. 
See Sistare, Responsibility and Cridnal Liability, 138-139, and Gross, A 77teory of Criminal Justice, 
421, 



I€ crimhal liabiliv is not, in every case, pdcated on conscious wrong-doing, must the 

result dways be adi t?  

There ye at least two types of ptobkms the critic wouM likely face. Very generally, 

the critic would have to articulate bis notion of fairness. and substantiate it, in a way that 

cohered with a broader picture of the crimid law. and that did not have (too many) 

untenable implications elsewhem- RobIems might Vise with the Linds of cases that we 

actually do want to have within the ambit of aiminal law, and with, for example, the sort 

of excuses that we currently m h e  to recognize. Being mistaken about the law and some 

cases of culpable ignorance ape just two such examples. We can define and leave the 

'general problem of coherence' as an independent issue. 

More specific problems would likely adse in relation to some cases of negligence. If 

the critic adopts a type B position, he has license to exclude a l l  instances of the kind K 

from possible liability- Yet he would have to defend his position and intuitions 

irrespective of any further distinctions that we might want to draw within K itself. 

Suppose that there is a fdl spectrum of cases that meet the conditions [(a), (b), and (c)] 

for being in K Some of these might be considered clearcut 'easy' cases; some would be 

harder ones. Say that an 'easy' case is one in which a great deal of grave ham is caused 

in a way that poses little difEculty for our intuitions about the agent's responsibility: it is 

easy for us to thinlt that he is responsible for the hium - not because of the size of the 

h a m  but because of the ease with which a counterfactual exetcise of control might have 

been exercised. Harder cases will be ones in which we are much less certain either about 



the agent's ability to have done otherwise, or about the extent to which his actions are 

fully responsible for the gravity of harm that ensues.* An easy case could be achieved by 

manipulating the variabh by which K is &fined in something liLe the fo110wing way. 

Say that an average driver causes enormous hann to interests that are of legal 

concern, Suppose that 'Bert IT now kills ten small children while driving at greatly 

excessive speeds through a school zone at noon hour. Suppose also that Ben does this 

while simply daydreaming about an ext~emely hivial matter, such that any good which 

might be ~hieved in his contemplative state could never outweigh the possible harm or 

evil that is risked by his careless driving. hadvertently, Bert creates risks for others that 

are substantial and unjustifiable. 

Has Bert II done something 'crimh&' or something for which it is sufficient that he 

be found ahinally liable? In order to maintain a principled - and not a case-by-case - 

objection to crhninal liability for negligence, a critic of type B would likely have to do 

one of two, perhaps equally difticult, things. For one. he might attempt to defend his 

claims about fainress and the mens rea doctrine over every point on the spectrum of 

(easy-tohard) cases that might be distinguished in K. This suggests a critical option (B 1) 

that ms parallel to Al: no instance of inadvertent hanndoing is ever properly subject to 

criminal liability. 

l3 There are two general types of problem which might be mted in relation to this point There might be 
'deep' (mtemal) problems baving to do with an agent's mqmnsibility fa his own character traits, and 
other 'shallow' (extemai) oaa involving situations of 'bad Iuck' where tbe harm seems out d 
proportion with the fault exhi'bited by tbe agent 



Critics of the A1 variety argue that inadvertence suffices to defeat ascriptions of 

~sponsibility or culpability; B1 critics argae that inadvertence s u € k s  to defeat 

ascriptions of mm reu (having reinterpreted the content and rationale of rnarr rea to 

suit a different notion of fairness). Note that in either case, the focus is exclusively on 

conditions that are instantiated by the agent, or on the way ia which an agent relates 

-If to the barm of which he is the cause (regardless of what kind or degree of harm 

is cawed). Objections to negligence liability that arise strictly along the axes suggested 

by A1 and B1 will deny that a certain type of case is =levant to cdminal law - whichever 

concept we use to capture it. Substantive disagreements between us and the critic will 

therefore appear in the kinds of cases that we think ought to be subject to criminal 

liability. 

A final option for the critic (B2) shares an afEnity with A2 in the following way. 

Suppose instead that the critic agrees that cases like Bert It can be fairly subject to 

criminal liabiity. Perhaps we are even in perfect substantive agreement with him over the 

full range of cases on which we think it is fair to impose criminal liability. How is he still 

opposed to crimiDal liability for negligence? What the (B2) critic does now is to disagree 

with us over how some of these cases ought to be characterized. Essentially, he restarts 

the conceptual or teIIllinological battle which typically surrounds a discussion of criminal 

negligence. He argues that cases Wre Bert II and those in K are not of the Aind that we 

thinlr they are; perhaps bits of conscious or voluntary wrongdoing can be found, at some 

point in time, or if we look hard enough, to support ascriptions of mns rea (as the B2 



critic understands mens ma). Alternatively, we might simply impute certain mental 

conditions to agents in K, that is, if normal, ceasonable persons would have seen and 

done things diffierently. What a lwsonabk agent would have foreseen or intended is not 

just evidence in favor of a defendant's state of mind: they tell us what he actudy did 

foresee or intmd 

Along the axes of A2 and B2, some of our important disagnxrnents with the critic 

will show up not in which cases we actually thint should be let into the criminal domain; 

rather, they will emerge in debates about which concepts should be at our disposal for 

describing them." A critic of the B2 variety will have to argue that no easy or hard case 

in K, upon which we impose aiminal liability, should be captured in tenns of the 

relations expressed by the concept of negligence (or whichever concept we use to speak 

about cases like those in K). Some cases in K might be criminally-relevant, but only if 

they can be described and aggregated under a different criminal heading. 

5.5 Conclusion 

In debates about criminal liability for negligence, conceptual and substandve issues 

are often treated in close proximity to one another. There are conceptual battles about 

which aspects of a certain ('K-like') event 'negligence' is supposed to capture or 

characterize. There is also considerable substantive controversy about what should bring 

all, some, or none of these events within the scope of criminal concern. 

This is not entirely true fix A2, w k  tbere might be diieremces at both points: about which cases am 
fairly subject to liabitity, and about how we should capture tbem. 



Any position which implied a wholesale rejeztion of negligence (or those events in R) 

as a possible ground for criminsl liability would likely have to do at least one of three 

things It would have to adopt a narrow thesis about culpability, limiting the possible 

objects of blame to the contents of an agent's miad alone; it would have to deny at least 

some of the claims about ltesponsible agency implied by the capacities thesis; or it would 

have to argue for a different principle of fairness in relation to the Duns rea requirement 

in criminal law, focusing primarily on the necessity of conscious wrongdoing, 

Objections raised along the first two lines seem to generate dissatisfying accounts of 

the nature of blame and responsibility. Though a different construal of the mrzs rea 

requirement might satisfv us by excluding some events from the possible rope of 

liability, it would likely have untenable implications elsewhere. As well, it would likely be 

difficult to sustain in light of other intuitions about what agents are generally able to do 

and appreciate, in order to conform with certain standards and avoid deleterious effects 

with their actions. Undercutting these lines of objection would not preclude additional 

debate about the degree to which negligent behavior ought to be punished, or about the 

offenses for which negligence shodd be a sufficient ground on which to predicate 

criminal fault. The main mult would be that principled, wholesale objections to having a 

certain type of case (like those in K) within the reach of criminal law could not be 

sustained. 
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